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ABSTRACT
For women in the Lower Mixtec region of Oaxaca, Mexico, the post partum period is
traditionally a vulnerable time, when, for forty days, women feel that their bodies are
"open" to coldness entering and causing immediate or future illness. Women take
protective measures to remove coldness from their "raw" bodies and restore heat by
following special diets, dressing warmly, and "cooking the body"— taking hot herbal
water baths (banos de cocimiento) or steam baths (banos de temazcal). Based on the
narrated experiences of eighteen women in the Mixteca, this thesis explores how several
generations of women experience shifts in post partum practices and ideas as their society
changes. Women believed that post partum vulnerability varied from woman to woman,
depending on where she lived, her habits and customs, and her generation.
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INTRODUCTION
In February, 1997, in a dark, tin-roofed room in the Mixteca, I entered my first herbal
steam bath—bono de toro— with my friend, her daughters, and her daughter-in-law.
Afterwards, as we lay outside of the wooden toro, deepy relaxed, listening to the rain beat
overhead, I wondered what the bono meant to the women present. Fifty-five year old
Donaciana had grown up in a small Mixtec pueblo, where all the women of her
generation had done multiple banos after the birth of each child. She seemed to
understand her body's needs and vulnerabilities quite differently from how her daughterin-law, Teresa— a make-up-wearing twenty-three year old from another townconceptualized her own body. Sweating and sipping warm Sol beer, I realized that
although the bano de toro is centuries old, the social context is ever changing. The
specific ways women practice it, and their feelings and motivations around it, differ in
relationship to the values of their place and generation.
The topic of this thesis is how several generations of Mixtec women have understood
and experienced changes in local post partum health practices. Women's narratives of
how they "took care of themselves" [se cuidaron] after their deliveries serve as a window
to their feelings about broader changes in lifestyle, family structure, work patterns, and
gender roles. Over the past half-century, shifts in customs and habits [costumbresj, along
with migration out of pueblos, form the backdrop of women's conception of the body's
variable vulnerability. The bodies of the grandmothers' times are distinctly different
from the granddaughters' bodies; correspondingly, women's bodies in the pueblo are
qualitatively different from women's bodies in Mexico City. Women speak of the world
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of the past and the world of the pueblo (village) as almost synonymous at times. Despite
women's emphasis on the drastically divergent practices of the past [antes] and the
present [ahora], and the pueblo and the city, a number of common threads run through
most women's narratives.
In Chapter 1,1 provide the context of how people in the Mixteca conceptualize
vulnerability. The way that women understand their post partum bodies is tied to cultural
ideas about coldness, openness, and latent illness. Chapter 2 discusses the ways that
women protect themselves against the dangers of coldness after giving birth. As their
lifestyles have changed, they have had to substitute and adapt their practices to new
constraints. In Chapter 3,1 focus on the personal and social meanings of changing post
partum practices. Embedded in the women's discourses were commentaries on "the
past" contrasted with "the present," as well as opinions about changing work patterns,
family structure, and migration. While explaining how interpersonal relations with
husbands and partners affected their post partum practices, women discussed societal
shifts in gender roles.
Chapter 4 examines how the local women's universe interacts with the universe of the
hospital. Women's stories of their experiences with biomedical practitioners show the
ways they acconunodate and resist the increasing presence of doctors, nurses, and
hospital outreach staff in their lives. I consider their narratives within a theoretical
framework of authoritative knowledge, power, and place. Rnally, in Chapter 5,1 focus
on the significance of place and generation in post partum experiences. Place and
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generation are closely related to the particular practices that a woman chooses to do.
Practices, in turn, are closely linked to social identity.
In this thesis, since I would like the women's voices to come through, I will try to
communicate their own words, gestures, expressions, and personalities whenever
possible. Most of the interviews took the form of a conversation between not only me
and the interviewee, but also among other family members and friends who were present.
I found it exciting that often, the women were speaking to each other, learning about the
experiences of their grandmothers and mothers, some of which were new to them. Many
of these families I have already known for some time, and as I listen to the tapes, I smile
at the spontaneous laughter, jokes, baby squeals, childrens' shouts, roosters' crows, dogs'
barks, and fruit vendors' calls. Not only were the interviews enlightening for me, but
they also gave women an opportunity to reflect on the meanings of their post partum
experiences and social change.

Theoretical Framework
In this thesis, I use Stacey Rgg's work on place and identity. In discussing bodily
experience and memory, I draw on theories discussed by Thomas Csordas and Janice
Jenkins. I also use Gertrude Eraser's ideas about meanings attributed to reproductive
shifts over generations. Paola Sesia-Lewis' work on midwifery in Oaxaca also relates to
my own work, as it shows how patients and parteras have resisted biomedicine's
imposition of hard and fast rules, emphasizing instead, the variability of each woman's
experience as an individual, active agent. In discussing lifestyle and identity
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negotiations, I look at Mark Nichter's research on how people (in Southeast Asia) choose
to follow particular medical practices, accomodating their habits and rhythms to imposed
work and school schedules. Nichter's ideas about "harm reduction" also shed light on
how people creatively adapt and substitute new practices, sometimes hand-in-hand with
the concern that their bodies will suffer for it years down the road. As far as potential
applications for my research, I draw on the work of Boonmongkon, Nichter, and Pylypa
(2001), who emphasize the importance of understanding and addressing women's own
health concerns when designing health interventions.

Background and Methodology
Between 1996 and 1998,1 participated in and observed several baiios de temazcal
(steam baths in stone, clay, or concrete bath huts) and baiios de toro (steam baths in
structures made of wood, covered with palm mats and blankets). These experiences with
the baiios sparked my initial interest in Mixtec post partum practices. As I mentioned,
my first baiio was given to me by Donaciana, whose daughter-in-law, Teresa, had
recently given birth. When I crawled inside the toro I was amazed at how strong the
heat was, just short of unbearable. Donaciana crouched next to me and beat my body
gently with a handful of herbs, each slap bringing the hot steam down to my skin. Every
so often she would throw a gourdful of water on the hot stones, and another hissing
cloud of steam would fill the baiio, making the heat even more intense.
Afterwards, lying outside of the toro, wrapped naked in a blanket, sweating, I felt
entirely relaxed. I remember feeling mesmerized by the sound of the rain on the roof,
and marveling at Donaciana's energy— she had been in that toro for well over an hour.
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enthusiastically hitting us with the herbs. Before I left to go home, she made me cover
up well, with sweaters and a hat and sweatpants, even though the day was warm. At that
time, I didn't understand the pains and illnesses that Donaciana feared would befall me if
I didn't cover up well, although I did suspect that we had very different ideas about
bodily vulnerability.
I think that my participation in the bono de toro experience had a lasting affect on my
friendship with Donaciana. Any distancing factors—like skin color, clothes, language,
and mannerisms— lost relevance while we were sharing this intense, immediate physical
experience inside the toro. Afterwards, I felt we had reached a new level of comfort
together, and Donaciana was always eager to give me another bono, even though it was
costly (in terms of wood) and time-consuming (in terms of preparing the hot rocks and
herbs).
Later, Donaciana told me about how banos de temazcal had been used in spiritual
ceremonies in the time of her grandmother and mother. Women in her native village of
Ocotepec used to bathe their newborns in the temazcal, and the following day, they
would look in the mud outside the bath for animal tracks. A curandera would identify
the tracks, which indicated the baby's nagiial—the animal who shared its destiny with
the child. When the animal became sick or hurt, the child would too. Although
Donaciana had a nagual, Donaciana did not do the ritual with her children, or her
grandchildren.'

' In parts of the High Mixteca. people refer to the nu 'un—the guardian/owner—of the steambaths, called
the "Virgin of the Steambath" (Monaghan 1995). Like many nu 'un (of rivers, cliffs, caves), she is an
entity capable of good or evil, depending on whether one respects her and brings her gifts. Myths and
rituals surrounding the use of the temazcal throughout Mesoamerica show people's ambivalence regarding
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Banos de temazcal/toro have had multiple uses in Mesoaraerica for centuries—for
aching muscles and bones, skin problems, reproductive health concerns, and as part of
limpias (spiritual cleanings) and ceremonies for newborns. Presently, banos are
overwhelmingly the domain of women in much of Mesoamerica, and certainly in the
Lower Mixteca. Banos de temazcal are currently practiced in pockets all over central
and southern Mexico, and in the highland Mayan regions of Guatemala, where they have
similar mythologies and associations with fertility and reproductive health.
Spanish missionaries from colonial times gave vivid descriptions of the temazcal, and
archaeological evidence for extensive prehispanic steambath use abounds. An Aztec
codex shows a depiction of the temazcal with a carving of the goddess Temazcaltoci,
'The Grandmother of the Steambath," above the door. The banos de temazcal have
continued up to the present, despite some antagonism from dominant medicine and
society over the centuries."
After learning more about the history of the temazcal— which has been closely linked
with religion, politics, and reproduction— I became interested in learning more about
how Mixtec women are presently using it. The bono de temazcal is just one piece of a
larger set of practices, however, most of which center around the idea of restoring heat to
the body of the post partum woman. Broadly speaking, I wanted to examine how

the temazcal: it has the power to harm or cure (Groark 1997). In the Mixteca. people talk about the intense
heat, steam, and darkness as potentially painful or scary; they warn that if one doesn't take care of oneself
afterwards by covering up well, illness may occur.
' In 1918, banos de temazcal were forbidden and destroyed in some Mayan regions in Guatemala because
they were thought to spread influenza. The religious, hygenic, and sexual associations of the temazcal
caused antagonism on the part of the Spaniards, who, in IS46. stated that any Indian who bathed in the
temazcal for reasons other than sickness would be subject to LOO lashes and two hours tied and displayed at
the market (Groark 1997).
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generations of women understand recent transformations in post partum practices. In the
Mixteca, local shifts in health concepts and practices have corresponded with societal
transformations— economic and employment shifts, migration out of the pueblos,
changing family size and structure, and increased access to hospitals and clinics.
For my Masters thesis, I decided to explore how women experience these shifts in
reproductive health ideas and practices. How do grandmothers and granddaughters
compare and contrast their birthing experiences? How do their conceptualizations of
their post partum bodies differ? What sense of vulnerability do women feel as they
decide which practices to follow, abandon, or adapt?
Studying women's embodied experiences of the post partum period allows us to
better understand their behaviors, fears, and concerns—which may diverge from
biomedical ideas and practices. In a study of ethnogynecological concerns in northeast
Thailand, Boonmongkon et al call for "a broader-based research agenda leading to a
more holistic understanding of gynecological illness experiences" (2001: 1098). They
suggest that such an agenda would include, in part, how women recognize, perceive, and
experience symptoms; make decisions about treatment and medication; communicate
symptoms to health care practitioners; and, depending on particular factors, may use an
illness as an "idiom of distress" or form of social commentary. I hope that my thesis
contributes to a more "holistic understanding" of how women in the Mixteca experience
the post partum period.
I focused on a region I was already familiar with: several Lower Mixtec
communities, in a mountainous, semi-desert region of Oaxaca. During the summer of
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20001 lived in a room rented from a local family in Acatlima, one of the conununities in
my study, which has a population of about 500, and is a ten minute bus ride from the
main town of Huajuapan (population about 40,000). I conducted interviews in
Acatlima, Huajuapan, as well as several other communities in the Mixtec Baja region,
within a three hour bus ride radius. Most of the communities were located in the
municipality of Huajuapan. The women I interviewed for this study were from the
communities of: San Juan Yolotepec, Cacaloxtepec, San Agustm Atenango, Nieves
Ixpantepec, Acatlima, Huajuapan de Leon, Santiago Huajolotitlan, Santa Maria
Xochixtlapilco, Tezoatlan, Tutitlan de Huadalcazar, and Tonala.
As the first phase of my study, I conducted untaped, unstructured conversations (in
small groups, pairs, and individually) about post partum health (which extended into
other areas of gynecological health and general health.) This generated a list of terms,
concepts, and themes. I used this list and my notes to design an interview guide for semistructured interviews. (See Appendix C). One of my assistants, Baruc Cruz Blanco— who
was raised in the pueblo of Yolotepec— and his mother, Esperanza, worked with me to
phrase the questions in ways that were clear and understandable to women regardless of
generation or educational level, and to those who spoke Spanish as a second language.
Next, I conducted taped and untaped semi-structured interviews with eighteen
mothers. ^ The women ranged in age from seventeen to ninety-six. Most of the
interviews took place in the women's homes or yards. The interviews had a
conversational tone, and I encouraged the women to take the lead, while ensuring that

^ See Appendix A for profiles of women interviewed.
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most of questions of the interview guide were covered. The taped portion of the
interviews ranged from fifteen minutes to two hours, with the average being about fortyfive minutes. In most cases there were untaped portions of spontaneous, informal
conversations which occurred before and after the taped segments. In the case of
untaped interviews and portions of interviews, I took notes and recorded the
conversation in as much detail as I could remember immediately afterwards. Whenever
possible (in about half the cases) I reviewed and discussed the interview with a local
assistant. The assistants— friends of mine who were relatives or friends of the women
interviewed— were local Mixtec men and women, ranging from ages 20-30. During my
visits and conversations with curanderas, they demonstrated treatments and identified
herbs used in post partum treatments. I also drew on treatments done to me by
curanderas during the two years I lived in the Mixteca.
Although the local women were my main focus, I also wanted to get a sense of the
perspectives and practices of the medical staff who the women interacted with during
their pregnancy, delivery, and aftermath. I conducted untaped interviews with a rural
clinic nurse in Yolotepec (pop. 5(X)), an obstetrics nurse at the IMSS (Instituto Medical
de Seguro Social)—also known as "Seguro"-- hospital in Huajuapan, and an outreach
health coordinator from the IMSS hospital (which serves many of the communities in this
study). I attended one session of the outreach program in Acatlima, the pueblo where I
was living. I also attended one session of the educational "pregnancy clinic" at the IMSS
hospital.
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From a total of eighteen women with whom I had taped semi-structured interviews, I
had known about half for several years, and the remaining women were friends or family
of my local friends. During our discussions, women of the same and different
generations interacted with each other, learning from each other, questioning each other,
confirming observations with each other, reacting and responding to each other as well as
to me. They frequently gave demonstrations on themselves, each other, and me; for
example, pressing on my neck for latido cure, hitting their stomachs and arms, miming
steambaths, squatting on the floor to act out home births. Some women told dramatic
moral stories to illustrate their points, some digressed into an excited discussion of
politics and women's rights. Some asked me questions about what people do in my
country, and what I was going to do when I had children. Most expressed surprise and
delight when I mentioned that I had done banos de temazcal and toro.
I interviewed women of varying ages, employment, and education level, financially
ranging from extremely poor to poor (which is a typical economic situation in the Lower
Mixteca.) I tried to obtain a roughly representative sample of women in the Lower
Mixtec region around Huajuapan. The women interviewed spoke either Spanish only
(eleven) or both Mixteco and Spanish (seven). Among the women who did not speak
Mixteco, in all but two cases, their parents, grandparents, or great-grandparents did."*
The women in the study, in addition to doing non-wage work for their own families
such as cooking, cleaning, washing, tending to animals, making tortillas, gardening, and

I hesitate to categorize the women as "Mixtec." because of the particular conceptualization of "ethnic
identity" in Oaxaca. I have noticed that people in the Mixtec region do not seem to readily volunteer a
particular ethnicity— for example, I rarely hear someone say "I am Mixtec." Instead, they tend to say
which pueblo they come from, which is an indicator of their social identity.
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farming, had employment as clothes washers (2), cleaners/janitors (2), curanderas (2),
university student (1), high school student (I), nursery school teacher (1), tortilla vendor
(1), pottery/basket vendor (1), food vendor (I), and shop owner (2). ^ Their
partners'/husbands' professions, in addition to agricultural work, included university
student (I), high school student (1), Uoick driver (I), and construction work (2). Three of
the husbands were deceased; five had abandoned their families: three were dysfunctional
alcoholics who contributed no income to the family. Although all the women had
electricity and many had a TV, most did not have indoor plumbing, and no one owned a
vehicle.
Most of the women had a sixth grade education or less (14); three had up to a high
school education; and one has completed some college. Six of the women gave birth to
one or two children (mainly composed of those who are young mothers or whose
husbands had left them); five of the women gave birth to three or four; one had five; three
had seven or eight; and three had between nine and twelve. The women over age fortyfive generally had given birth at home alone or with a partem, and younger than fortyfive gave birth with a private doctor, a clinic, or a hospital. Five of the women were less
than age thirty-five, five were between thirty-six and fifty-five, five were between fiftysix and seventy-five, and three were over seventy-six.®

^ I did untaped interviews with four more curanderastiormex paneras, for a total of six. The main
differences in how healers and non-healers perceived post partum practices were that the laner knew more
about the specific herbs used in teas and the banos, specific massage and healing techniques, and the
benefits of the banos. They strongly encouraged their own daughters (and me!) to do the banos after
childbirth.
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CHAPTER 1; 'TOR OTHER PEOPLE, I DON'T KNOW, BUT THIS IS HOW WE
ARE"; CONCEPTUALIZATIONS OF VULNERABILITY IN THE MIXTECA
Living in the US, I have often felt bombarded with ratios, statistics, and percentages
that describe what makes a person more "at risk" to suffer from a particular illness. The
media regularly gives updates of "risk factors"— smoking, high cholesterol levels, highfat diets, faulty genes, lack of exercise— in which people's "odds" are expressed in the
language of gambling.
The Mixtec women I talked with did not conceive of post partum care in terms of
numerical risk. They thought in terms of vulnerability. During the post partum period,
women felt more susceptible to both immediate health problems, and future suffering
during old age— another vulnerable period of their lives. Vulnerability can be defined as
"people's perceptions of what factors cause them to be more susceptible to getting an
illness than others, or more susceptible at a given point in time than at other times; this is
distinct from the actual cause of the illness itself (Boonmongkon et. al 1998). In the
Mixteca, as in many areas in Latin America, Asia, and Africa, the post partum period is a
time when a woman feels she should take protective measures to reduce her vulnerability.
Being exposed to cold air, cold water, and cold-quality food increases her vulnerability,
since she feels that her body is colder and more open than usual. Doing work, chores,
and heavy lifting during the first forty days after the delivery [cuarentenaj would also
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increase her feelings of vulnerability^ A prior life history of hard work, weak
constitution, poor nutrition, or not guarding against coldness would be predisposing
factors for illnesses. The resulting problems could come in the form of a number of coldrelated illnesses, from backaches to rheumatism in old age to vision problems to
culturally specific problems like latido and mocaxani.
The Mixtec women I talked with conceive of coldness as a "latent illness" that could
result from not caring for themselves well during the cuarentena. If the coldness is not
removed, it could reside in the body, causing periodic problems during future vulnerable
times, like menstruation, old age, or during hard work. In addition to coldness, another
aspect of latent illness could be the hips being left open [abierta], thereby letting cold air
enter into the woman's body. Until the hips are closed through hot herbal baths, they
remain open, allowing cold air to enter the body, causing cold-related health problems.
Women of the middle-aged and older generation spoke of the immediate risks that
they had had to deal with as young mothers. Decades ago, hemorrhaging, infection, and
death were serious health threats that loomed over women during the cuarentena. After
the cuarentena, the woman felt out of immediate danger, or, in the words of the older
women, "the grave closes"—[cierra la sepulcura]. Before that point, the woman is "in
the grave," in danger of dying. After forty days of special care, rest, and keeping warm,
the grave closes, and she is safely outside of it, until the birth of her next child. Elisa (age
45) explained that"... during the cuarentena we have to take care of ourselves because

^ Although women did not explain the significance of 40 days, a 30-40 day period of indoor rest, altered
bathing routines, special diet, and sometimes seclusion is conunon for post partum women in many rural
areas and indigenous groups in Asia. Afnca, the Middle East, and other parts of Mesoamerica.
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we have one foot in the grave- we're still at risk, the grandmothers say, with this danger
of dying."
Younger women were not as concerned about immediate death, largely because of
their easy access to doctors, hospitals, medicines, and technology. Their concern was
that this post partum period is a vital period of time that affects one's future health. It is
worth the trouble to make sure you take care of your body now, they warned, so you
won't have to worry about aches and pains further down the road, when they will be
more difficult to deal with. Chronic back aches and menstrual problems ore other longterm conditions that the woman could suffer after not taking care of herself after her
delivery. Other concerns, for both the old and young generations, were ensuring that the
belly returned to its pre-pregnancy size. A belly that stays large after delivery has cold
air trapped in it, and requires hot herbal baths to "take the cold out" [sacar el fno.]
It is often during times of crisis or vulnerability that people turn to culturally-specific
traditions. The time before, during, and after childbirth is a vulnerable one for mother
and child, one in which many women listen carefully to the advice of the elders of their
community. The post partum period, in particular, is territory that has not been claimed
by biomedicine to the extent that prenatal and childbirth have been in the Mixtec region.
This post partum time has traditionally been considered very important, however, for the
health and fertility of Mixtec women, a concern dating from pre-colonial times (Alba
1996; Groark 1997; Marmolejo Monsivais 1999; Moedano 1983). Currently, biomedical
hospitals and doctors in the Mixteca seem to focus more on the health of the infant than
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the health of the mother after delivery. Without specific biomedical recommendations
made for the mother, post partum care remains in the realm of the family and home.
Carol Laderman's comments on childbirth practices in the context of social change in
Malaysia also apply to the Mixteca;
Childbirth is such a time of stress—physiological, psychological, and social.
Even though it is viewed as a normal occurrence in every woman's life,
childbirth's potential dangers evoke protective measures to minimize these risks.
Ideas and behaviors surrounding reproduction tend to be highly conservative.
Malay women who have accepted the precepts of hospital-based medicine,
including the wives of doctors and women who themselves possess advanced
degrees in biological science, return, during the weeks that follow childbirth, to
the humoral practices they have otherwise discarded. The birth of a baby is much
more than just a physiological event, necessitating obstetric and nursing care. It is
also the most important rite of passage, requiring spiritual prophylaxis and ritual
expertise. (Laderman 1987: 359)®

Individual Variation in Vulnerability
In the US, the media regularly updates us on the kinds of factors that contribute to
individual variation of vulnerability— largely genes and bad habits, it seems. "He must
have good genes," my mother says proudly about her father, "because he's smoked like a
chimney ail his life and now he's eighty and in great shape." The Mixtec women I talked
with were quick to tell me that vulnerability varies greatly from woman to woman.

^ Although post partum practices like the bono de temazcal could be analyzed in terms of their ritual
nature—and as a "rite of passage"— there appeared to be no explicitly religious aspects, at least in the
region of my study. Based on my participation, observation, and interviews, banos in the region are no
longer explicidy associated with goddesses, saints, or Virgins; no longer are sacred offerings like copal
insence part of the bono ceremony; no longer do people tell mythological stories involving the banos.
Although historically, in many indigenous Mesoamerican religions, a woman preparing for childbirth
was considered the female gender equivalent of a warnor preparing for batde, I found no current evidence
of this belief in my study. Women in the Lower Mixteca seem to consider practices surrounding childbirth
to be health-related, not religious or spiritual.
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Instead of focusing on genes, however, they often attributed the variability to what a
woman was used to or accustomed to [acostumbrada].
Women's health practices and habits vary, depending on their own tastes and
preferences, their family, and their pueblo or town. These customs [cosmmbres]—
include their diet, bathing habits, work activities, place of residence, and place of birth, to
name a few. Women usually qualified their comments to me with "in my pueblo we have
this custom..." or "my mother and grandmother had this custom..." or "over there in the
city they have different customs..." or "in my family, we're accustomed to..." Even if
women's families or pueblos had a certain custom, however, that did not necessarily
mean that they, as individuals, were obligated to follow the custom if they felt it did not
go well with their own bodily constitution. Rosa (age 54), for example, discusses how
women of her generation wore a faja—a thick strip of cotton cloth around their bellies
after giving birth.
They would tie themselves at the waist, because if they didn't, they say that the
latido would rise—there are some who are accustomed [to being tied] and others
who are not accustomed to it. I didn't get accustomed to it because I felt worse
with it on. One day passed and after that I didn't tie myself anymore.
Her latido did not rise, however, she says. Rosa felt that it was acceptable not to wear it
because she considers herself fairly strong— not weak like some women. Women who
have more delicate constitutions need to take more care of themselves to prevent illness.
In response to my question about wearing/ayaj, Paula replied "there are some women
who do and some who don't," and showed me her own faja, explaining that she cannot
speak for others, but as for herself, when she wears a faja, she doesn't feel dizzy,
confident that her latido is securely in place.
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Women emphasized that each person's experiences were unique. Valeria (age 33)
ended our interview with the caveat:
Well, I can tell you about my own experience, but for other people, who knows
what their experience is. You have to talk to many people to make any
conclusions, because there are always many, no? So that is what happened to me,
but for others, who knows how things went.
Elisa (age 45) summed up the interview in a similar way:
Well, the rest of the people, I don't know how they take care of themselves,
because at least that's how I took care of myself. And now, thanks to God, I
healed very well. Nothing in my body hurts me.
Celestina (age 60) began the interview with:
Who knows how it is in their [other women's] homes, but me, when I gave
birth...
Some women's comments suggested that if a woman grows up used to living a
particular way, those habits affect the constitution of her body. There was an interesting
dual discourse here. On one hand, in moving from one place to another—the pueblo to
Mexico City, for example— you could adapt to new customs and habits, and your body
could change. Another discourse emphasized that you need to practice the customs that
you were raised with in your pueblo, regardless of where you live now. When I clarified
a statement made by Paula, by asking her whether a woman who didn't bathe in a bono
would get coraje and latido^, Paula qualified her comment, saying:
Well, there are some women who do [get sick], and others who, well, they are
fine, as though they had taken a bath. This daughter here [motions to her
daughter who is visiting from Mexico City], she didn't bathe in the bano because
she was in Mexico [City].
' Both coraje and latido are culturally-specific illnesses. "Coraje" means "anger" literally. See Cartwright
(1998) for an interesting discussion of coraje. "Latido." which means "pulse" literally, will be discussed
in detail in Chapter 4.
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She implied that a woman may no longer need to care for herself in the same way as she
did in the pueblo once she moves to Mexico City.
The idea of "being accustomed to" is extremely interesting, and deserves some
discussion. I have noticed that it surfaces in daily interactions, many times a day,
especially with me, as a foreigner. "Have you gotten used to it here yet?" [Ya se
acostumbro listed?], I would be asked several times a day. It was a question that nearly
every new person I met asked me, in the way that I might ask a newcomer, "So, how do
you like Tucson?" Specifically they would ask, "Are you used to the food yet?" 'The
weather?"
Carla expressed the idea of acostumbrarse in describing how the women in her
family use the bano de temazcal.
Since we're accustomed to [the bano de temazcal] it doesn't harm us, but those
women who aren't accustomed to it need to cover up well afterwards, not go out
in the cold, not bathe in cold water—they should take care of themselves. But u^
since we're accustomed, well, we take care of ourselves very little after the bano
de temazcal.
Although narratives emphasized the variability of bodies, customs, constitution, and
habit, there was also an undercurrent of the suggestion that there are some universal
needs of a woman's body— and that the wisdom of the grandmothers acknowledges and
serves these needs. Mercedes (age 43) speculates that women's post partum bodies have
a universal need for heat, regardless of whether the place where they live acknowledges
the need. She told me about how her sister-in-law in urban Puebla went to a commercial
sauna after giving birth, unaware of the custom of taking banos de temazcal in the
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Mixteca. Mercedes thinks this suggests that women's post partum bodies simply crave
heat and steam— a need that goes deeper than local customs. She comments:
I saw one of my sister-in-laws—she was looking for something [curative to do
after giving birth]. There were no herbs, so she went to a sauna and I think that
because of that very need her body was asking for it [the steam]. She didn't know
why because they're not accustomed to it there, but I'd imagine, I think that yes, it
[steam] is something that the body asks for. Because it [the body] needs it.
Even within a single conversation, the two perspectives—that of universal bodily
needs and local customs—emerged. In talking about what could happen to women who
do not care for themselves properly after giving birth, Mercedes's sister, Julia (age 40)
compared the women of her family—who follow local practices like hot herbal baths—
with women who don't:
They say that much later, [the women] don't end up well, after time passes. But
for some, their mothers don't tell them [about the practices] because they
themselves don't know. They get out of bed [after the birth] and everything is
normal.
Although some women from other families may be able to recover without the practices,
Julia feels that women from her own family must follow them;
But in our [family's] case— and I don't know if it is something that they instill in
us, and that's the reason why- I don't know why- or maybe it's that their [women
who don't have this custom] organisms can withstand more-1 don't know whybut our bodies, yes, we've taken care of them...
She then conmients that maybe women who don't follow the practices do suffer after all.
Their bellies stay large from the coldness, she explains:
But there are people who get out of bed [after giving birth], and it looks like their
babies haven't even been bom yet!
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Negotiating Identities: The Global and the Local
I found it significant that although women usually began by qualifying what they said
with the preface, 'The old people say," that this was not a way of invalidating the
knowledge. Rather, they were expressing that the practices were local, appropriate for
local bodies. In other words, the knowledge and practices existed outside the more global
realm of biomedical knowledge, which was represented locally by doctors and hospitals.
The women frequently began the interviews by qualifying a practice as something the
elders of the pueblo believed; not until later in the interview did they reveal that they,
themselves, had followed the practice in the interest of their health. In many cases "here
in the pueblo" or "the elders say" were used synonymously—local customs and old
customs. Even if the young women talking with me practice the customs, they qualified
them as old Women often shifted between "we" and "they" synonomously, when
talking about local customs. I sensed that they were expressing ambivalence about
identifying themselves with the pueblo, which indexes a range of beliefs and practices
that popular Mexican culture has historically denounced as "backwards."
Eva (age 41) said:
There's a custom that we have, that the old people have, thev have the custom of
waiting forty days, but actually, I didn't follow this [custom] of the elders. On the
third day, I got up to do my chores, [emphasis added]
The constraints of doing work and chores for her family, and having little support from
extended family, made her unable to follow the forty day custom. Nonetheless, Eva did
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incorporate some of the elders' customs into her lifestyle, including not lifting heavy
objects, wearing a faja to keep out the cold, and not bathing in cold water.
The only chores that I didn't do were sweeping and making salsa... According to
the people with more knowledge, [those chores] harm a woman who has just
given birth. They say that it gives us a kind of strange sickness.
Eva giggled, embarrassed, when she said the name of the sickness—mocaxani. Seeming
reassured that I had heard of it, upon my questioning, she told me more about mocaxani.
[My grandmother] said that with sweeping and making salsa- the person begins to
grow thinner, that's all. Skinny skinny skinny. And she stops eating, and doesn't
feel like doing anything... This sickness has disappeared now.
Interestingly, although Eva places this sickness in the past, she did follow the
prohibitions to prevent it.'°
Stacey Pigg's study of a rural Nepalese community discusses how people understand
their identity as tied to their pueblo—yet with an understanding of how they fit into the
larger world (1989). The Nepalese people in her study considered some illnesses to be
universal—like measles, whereas some—like "ghost illnesses"—are confined to their
pueblo. Suffering from ghost illness reaffirms a person's identity as linked to the pueblo.
Several women I talked with emphasized the local nature of illnesses and treatments,
identif^ng themselves with the pueblo, yet keeping it at an arm's distance by qualifying
their explanations with, "They say that." The way women discussed it, at times using
"they," at times using "we," showed their ambivalence. Several middle-aged and
younger women hesitated to identify with pueblo life (in opposition to cosmopolitan life,)

Although I was unable to find moccLxani in the Diccionario Enciclopedico de la Medicina Tradicional
Mexicana (1994), the term cachdn seems to correspond with the women's description of mocaxani. The
Diccionario's entry for cachdn refers to ""cachdn from coldness," "fix)m work," and "from men."
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yet their stories showed that they felt a strong sense of identification with the pueblo.
Some qualified their statements with, "My grandmother says that," yet their actions
showed that they had, indeed, followed many of their grandmother's prescriptions, and
felt ill when they didn't.
Letty (age 17) told a story about a time she breastfed her baby while she was angry,
and the baby subsequently became colicky and feverish. When I responded, "So, when a
woman feels angry, she shouldn't breastfeed," Letty hesitantly agreed, qualifying it with,
"Well, yes, this is our belief. For other people, I don't know, but this is how

are."

Although she found "the belief to be valid in her experience, she still characterized it as
a local belief that pertained to local bodies.

The Significance of Coldness and Temperature Change in the Mixteca
"It's because of the change of weather." That comment echoed through the air
throughout my summer visit to the Mixteca. Whenever the colectivo driver or the woman
at the fruit stand at the market commented about my chronic cough (which I stubbornly
attributed to mold allergies from the room I was renting), someone inevitably made the
comment about the weather. Coldness, or a change in temperature, was nearly always
culpable for respiratory symptoms—at least for an occurrence of the symptoms at this
particular time. I think that these are not just words; rather, people are very finely attuned
and sensitive to fluctuations in heat and coldness. While I was living in Huajuapan from
1996 to 1998,1 regularly encountered advice about how I was not taking care of myself
properly while I was sick. "Laurita!" my seventy year-old landlady. Dona Jose, would
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scold me, "No wonder you have a cough! You get out of bed and walk barefoot on the
cold ground! You have to put on flip flops so the coid air doesn't enter up into your feet
and make you sick!"
It surprised me at first that voung women had similar reactions. One sunny, seventyfive degree morning when I was sniffling, the twenty-five year-old secretary, Alejandra,
at the university where I worked gasped and cried, "Laurita! You have a cold, yet you're
coming to work with your neck exposed like that?! You have to wear a scarf in the
mornings!" I tried to make my usual lame excuses about allergies, but she blew off my
explanations, and insisted that coldness was the culprit.
In the two and a half hour "Suburban" van ride from Oaxaca City to Huajuapan, if
anyone in the car was sick, or if there was a baby in the car—in short, if someone was
vulnerable—all the windows were closed tightly and the air vents turned off. Although
thanks to my microbiologist father, I could vividly imagine the viruses and bacteria
lurking in the hot stagnant air of the van, the other passengers seemed to feel protected.
The idea of open and closed comes up in this example— people felt protected once they
were sealed in the van, no longer open to the cold air that could enter their bodies.
Closing doors, windows, and covering oneself up well with sweaters and scarves are
common protective measures.

" Unlike some other areas where heat, as well as coldness, is strongly associated with illness (e.g. parts of
Asia), in the Lower Mixteca, people focus primarily on coldness as illness-provoking, with exposure to
cold-quality objects and food, cold water, or cold ground increasing one's vulnerability. The only times [
heard of heat being a causal factor in illness was indirecdy— if the body was heated up in a bono, and then
exposed to air, wind, coid water, or coid foods; or, if there was a drastic change in weather or temperature.
These observations are also noted in La Medicina Tradicional de los Pueblos Indigenas, 1994.
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For me— who as a child could run around in Maryland in November with no coat
on—cold air was not a factor in the sickness equation. Hand-washing and fresh air were
the ways to avoid sickness. Interestingly, after two years of living in the Mixteca, I
began to slowly adopt some local ways experiencing vulnerability. I began wearing
scarves in the mornings and flip-flops when I stepped out of bed. And I noticed that on
the days when I forgot my scarf, or couldn't find my flip-flops, I could actually fed the
coldness of the tiles rushing into my body; I could feel the naked exposure of my neck.
What I want to emphasize with these examples is that the experience of heat and cold is a
lived, bodily experience.
My landlady for the summer, Dofia Lupe, would begin work as the sun came up,
making tortillas by hand at the metate, washing dishes and clothes outside in cold water
all day long, until sometime in mid-afternoon when she would sit on the stoop of her
modest house, leaning against the doorframe, her face tilted to the patch of sunshine
coming through the banana tree leaves. She would half-open her eyes as I walked by,
murmuring that she had to let the sun warm her up, since she'd spent the morning outside
in the air, with her hands in cold water. It was usually about eighty degrees and sunny,
but by that time—after having lived there for two years— I understood more how her
body had felt as her hands wrung out clothes in the cold suds, how her neck had felt
exposed in the cool dawn breeze. As I watched her sit motionless like a lizard on a rock,
I could imagine how she was feeling the sunshine entering her pores and restoring her
body with warmth and health.
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During my time in the Mixteca, I learned that things considered "cold" are not
necessarily related to temperature. Any moving air currents and wind are cold; needles,
whether for sewing or for injections, are cold; foods, often green foods, such as green
salsa, avocado, and onion are cold; pork is cold; rain and water, unless deliberately
heated up, are cold.'"
People considered bathing to be an especially significant activity, which was
implicitly tied to particular socio-economic situations. Most of the women I interviewed
had had no hot water heaters growing up, or at the time of the interview. They were
"accustomed to" cold showers, and even when warm ones became available, they didn't
use them, partially because of the money spent on gas fuel, but largely because they were
simply not accustomed to them. People felt that it would be dangerous for me to bathe in
cold water because I was not used to it; having bathed in warm water for most of my life,
I would be vulnerable to sickness if I bathed in cold water.
When people are sick, they do not bathe at all, because exposure to water, followed by
air or drafts, would make them more vulnerable. While I was teaching a basic English
class shortly after I arrived in 1996,1 asked my students the question: "What kinds of
things do you do when you're sick?" I was trying to elicit responses such as "Go to the
doctor," 'Take medicine," or "Rest in bed." One of my students answered, "Don't take a
shower." I felt that I had missed a leap in the logic, yet the other students in the class
seemed to think it was an appropriate answer. Now I realize that many people do not

I do not mean to imply that "hot" and "cold" are fixed categories; clearly, they are flexible and negotiable
depending on the context and intentions of the speaker. The cold items I mentioned, however, are those
which were overwhelmingly associated with cold in conversations about post partum practices.
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have hot water heaters, and most have outdoor bathrooms. Taking a cold shower, and
then walking back to the house, exposed to the air, would be detrimental to one's alreadycompromised health.

Coldness, Vulnerability, and Post Partum Health
In the case of vulnerable post partum women, not only do they refrain from bathing in
cold water, but they go an extra step to ensure that their bodies have heat. Banos de
temazcal/toro (steam baths with herbs) or cocimiento (hot water baths with herbs) are
important for full recovery, since bodies are considered cold after giving birth, and need
heal. And significantly, after post partum women take hot banos, they go to extremes to
cover their entire bodies—wrapping them up with shawls, sweaters, and blankets, staying
in bed with the doors and windows shut, with the covers pulled up to their noses, a pot to
urinate in next to their bed. There they stay for over a day, sweating and staying warm.
The heat of the bath has opened their pores, which makes them extremely vulnerable to
any cold or breeze until their bodies have closed up again, keeping the heat inside.
In discussions of the consequences of coldness in the body during the post partum
time, women described aches and pains, head aches, respiratory sicknesses, a big belly,
and digestive problems.'^ Rosa (age 54) gives a list of foods to avoid, including nopal,
onion, lima, guava, watermelon—in general.

Again. I want to emphasize that these are not hard and fast rules. The consequences of coldness that I
discuss here were brought up in the context of women's experiences, the experiences of their neighbors and
family members, and advice given to them. The association between coldness and vulnerability is best
understood as part of the larger context of women's life experiences, which I discuss in more detail in the
following chapters. At this point, I am simply trying to give a sketch of the significance of coldness in
vulnerability and illness.
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cold things, because then they give us "pain of the fan" [dolor de ventilador] and
this is very difficult to get rid of, because it is very costly to cure... it's a pain that
feels as though you've been hit by a wind [aire]^*, and it's really hard to recover
from, and you shouldn't eat cold things because then this pain hits you.
Rosa explained that the banos de cocimiento are good because they take the cold out
of the body "so that the woman doesn't remain with the coldness." The bono cooks the
body and closes the hips. After the bano, the woman stands straddled over a clay plate of
red hot rocks, while other women throw the herbed water from the bano over the rocks
"and it [the steam] enters her to take out the coldness."
If a great deal of coldness enters the body, it becomes stuck there, causing the
woman's stomach to stay large, making her suffer from chronic aches and painful
menstruation. Esmeralda (age 65) explained that if cold stayed in your stomach,
when you have your period you suffer pain. It's because the person takes in a lot
of cold, since the whole body opens. When you have a baby, all the pores, the
entire body opens, all the pores open...
Post partum women are considered vulnerable to coldness—and therefore to illness—
not only in the Mixteca, but in many other areas in Mesoamerica and Mexico, as well as
Africa, the Middle East, and Asia (Groark 1997; Whittaker 1999; Good 1977; Manderson
1981; Sich 1981; Pillsbury 1978; Kendall 1987; Castenedaet. al 1996).'^ In many

'•* According to the Diccionario Enciclopedico de la Medicina Tradicional Mexicana (1994), the term aire,
which literally, means "wind" or "air." has, for hundreds of years, also referred to winds with volition of
their own, such as spirits or ghosts. Traditionally, aires are associated with water and caves, with cold and
damp. The Diccionario gives several definitions for aires: "Small invisible entities that travel in the wind
and provoke sicknesses; they reside in springs and caves// spirits of people who died a violent death//
emanations created by certain himian activities like prostitution, ritual dances, and witchcraft// currents of
cold wind." (1994:157, translation mine). The women in my study seemed to be using the term aire mainly
as a reference to cold air or wind. I think it is useful to bear the various meanings of aire in nund, however,
as women seemed to conceptualize aire as a tangible thing, which could hit you. enter you, become lodged
in you, and stay in your body for years unless you were able to remove it.
In many parts of rural Mexico, heat and cold are important concepts not only for post partum health, but
for fertility in general, including pregnancy, sexuality, and menstruation. One function of restoring heat to
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societies, such as rural Korean, Malaysian, and Chinese, cold air and water are
considered dangerous to the post partum woman, and may result in chronic aches and
pains, especially later in life (Pillsbury 1978; Kendall 1987; Manderson 1981; Sich
1981). In rural China, women traditionally remain secluded indoors for a month after
childbirth, refrain from washing themselves (unless the water is boiled and still hot), and
avoid any contact with cold water and wind (Pillsbury 1978).
In a number of societies, post partum women also undergo treatments involving
intense heat, in order to restore heat to the cold body. In parts of Thailand, women lie by
the fire from five to eleven days, so that their bodies receive heat. Similar to the phrase
"cooking the body" used by Mixtec women, the phrase "mother-roasting" is used in
Northern Thailand and Malaysia (Whittaker 1999; Manderson 1981).
Post partum food restrictions on "cold" foods, and prescriptions of diets of "hot" foods
are found cross-culturally as well. In rural China, "cold" foods such as turnips, bamboo
shoots, and leafy green vegetables are ideally avoided, while "hot" foods like chicken,
rice wine, and sesame oil are eaten in large quantities (Pillsbury 1978). In Malaysia, cold
foods, including most fruits and vegetables, could cause symptoms like swelling and
aches later in life, whereas hot foods like ginger tea, roasted fish, and coffee are "hot"
protective foods (Manderson 1981).'®

the body after childbirth is to restore fertility, since conception requires a "hot" state. See Casteiieda et al.
(1996) for a discussion of how the hot-cold duality relates to menstruation and fertility in Moreios. Mexico.
"* Pregnancy is literally a hot condition, when the woman's body is slightly higher than a non-pregnant
state. After the delivery, the woman's body does drop in temperature.
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Opened and Closed Bodies
Women not only conceptualize post partum bodies as cold, but also as "open"
[abierto], a state which makes bodies even more vulnerable to cold air entering. During
late pregnancy and delivery, a woman's body opens—her hips and pelvis spread, her
cervix dilates, her vagina widens. Her opened body must be closed, while ensuring that
no coldness is lingering on inside of it.'^ Rosa (age 54) described the bono de cocimiento
to me in detail, demonstrating how the woman's body is hit (by another woman or by
herself) with the bunches of herbs.
Her whole body [is hit]—the hips, the head, everything, so that [she] is wellcooked, because we are raw... TTiis cooks the body of a woman, because the
pores open [and] the hips open during delivery. And [the bano\ closes the hips.
Women warned that although the bono itself is a protective measure, further
protective measures must be taken immediately after the bono to prevent coldness from
entering their opened pores. During this dangerous time they must rest indoors, wellcovered in blankets and clothes, with windows and doors tightly closed, sealing them in
their room or house.
It useful to look at the cures for some of the ailments related to open and closed
bodies, as they shed light on the ways people understand their bodies. I visited several
curanderas and midwives who demonstrated curing techniques on me, which involve
hard pressure using their fingers and hands, sometimes painful. Every curandera I

The idea of women's bodies being "opened" during childbirth, and remaining open for a time, thus
remaining vulnerable to coldness entering, is not unique to the Mixteca; in rural China, women guard
against wind getting into their "opened" bodies and causing rheumatism (Piilsbury 1978).
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interviewed pantomimed the cures by pressing on their bodies or mine, demonstrating
and emphasizing the tight wrapping and squeezing that the cures entail.
Women use direct pressure (apreter) on points on the body, held for seconds or
minutes. One consequence of coldness in the body, or failure to care for oneself during
the post partum period, is a rising latido. The cure for latido, for example, which is done
by local curanderas, involves pressure on points on the neck, back, and head. This kind
of direct pressure massage is also done by the woman herself while she is in the hot water
herb bath, as an integral part of the bath. Additionally, wrapping a person's torso or head
with a shawl or blanket, and tightly pulling the fabric on opposite sides to compress the
person, is a cure for open and painful hips, back, and stomach, and head.

Raw and Cooked Bodies
As Rosa mentioned, many women said that a post partum woman's body is "raw"
(crudo) and must be "cooked" (cocido). Her breast milk, too, is raw, and must be cooked
so that the baby does not get sick with diarrhea, colic, and irritability. The banos serve to
cook both the body (ciiece el cuerpo) and the breast milk {cuece la leche). A woman's
cooked body is properly closed, with heat inside, which prevents aches in her hips, back,
and belly. Her belly will shrink back to its pre-pregnancy size once the cold air is taken
out. When I asked Paula [age 70] what could happen to a women who doesn't do any
banos, she told me:
They say that she doesn't end up well. As they say- their saying is that she is raw
[laughs], because those women haven't been cooked, you can see their pale faces.
They [people] say, 'You haven't bathed properly.'
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In describing the banos de cocimiento—a tin of hot water with herbs steeped in it—that
are given to post partum women by older women, Julia (age 40) explains.
And they [older women] bum us [nos quemanj with this herb. They go over us,
burning us- or, that is, they go over us, cooking us, no? We are raw, they tell us.
That is, when you have just given birth, you are raw, but once they have burnt you
with this herb they cook you. They cook your skin, the milk to feed the baby, and
everything.
Julia goes on to explain that once they give you the cocimiento, they have the women
drink a cup of tea with the same herbs as the water she has bathed in, "to cook inside and
outside, the inside and outside of the body."
When women gave me the "cooking" description, I thought about what cooking
meant to them, about things that they cook, how they cook them, and what happens when
something is cooked. Cooking things make things safe to eat (like meat), more digestible
(like beans), and makes the skin come off more easily (like tomatoes or beans). Cooking
transforms dough into tortillas, and runny eggs into solid food; cooking transforms them
into tougher, more complete and resilient substances. Mercedes said to me, excitedly:
When you do a bano, do you know what happens?! You peel, as though you're
changing skin. Your skin peels off, the next day your skin comes off.
Conmients like Mercedes's suggest that the bodily transformation in the bano ritual
seems to have symbolic value, in addition to practical health benefits. This is not
surprising, since childbirth is a significant, transformative life event.

1^

It is important that the women's breast milk is cooked as well, as Claudia (age 25)
explained. Claudia's extended family, consisting of mainly women and children, came
Historically, throughout Mesoamerica, the bano de temazcal was associated with religious rituals,
including burning sacred copal incense and leaving offerings for the goddess of the temazcal, whose aspect
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from another pueblo in the Mixteca, to Acatlima, a pueblo within an hour's walk of
Huajuapan, to find work washing clothes and ironing. Her great-aunt Josefina gives
banos in her temazcal made of cement, rock, and clay. The entire family of about fifteen
women and children bathes in the temazcal regularly, several times a week. Claudia says
that after a family member gives birth, she is bathed every third day for six months, "so
that the breast milk is cooked, so the baby isn't fed raw milk." Raw milk could give the
baby diarrhea, cramps, crying at night, and colic. Claudia brought each of her babies into
the temazcal with her, for about fifteen minutes, with gentler heat, and hit them softly
with the herbs, so that the babies, too, would be cooked.

"Years Later They Suffer"
A post partum woman may feel fine soon after the delivery, and consequently, not
take care of herself properly, believing it is not necessary. But people warn that years
later, the problems come—the rheumatism, aches and pains." Dona Teresa [age 40]
compared taking care of oneself properly during the post partum time to a young tree
growing strong, deep roots, having space to grow, good soil, sunshine, and water. The
tree grows in a solid, stable way. A tree without these benefits grows in a strangled
twisted way, whiciuMll be nearly impossible to correct once the tree becomes older.

difter

^to locale, but was associated with the earth and moon, fertility, pregnancy, childbirth.
Sroark 1997).
' Some women implied that in addition to future aches and pains, one's fertility could be adversely
affected if a woman doesn't care for herself properly during the cuarentena. Since conception requires heat
in the body and uterus, a woman who stays "cold" after childbirth may have trouble becoming pregnant
again.
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Women too, need to take measures to make sure their hips close properly, with warmth
inside, so that when they are old, their bodies will have had a solid structure, free of pain.
Julia [40] talked about women who don't take care of themselves.
I think that years later is when they suffer because the body suffers from changes,
no? The bones open, the hips open, and everything transforms. And after giving
birth, it [the body] begins to close and returns to its normal state. And some
[women] don't take care of themselves, and they say that their hips stay wide—
and they don't end up well. They don't close up completely, and well, time
passes, and then comes the pain in the hips. It affects their menstrual cycle. They
say that one's stomach stays big because of not taking care of oneself, and for
some, their face gets spotted, with black spots.
Valeria (age 33) spoke of women who didn't do the banos.
When we're young, yes, everything's all right, but later, when one is old, well,
that's when the consequences come!
Valeria told me about a great-aunt who didn't take care of herself or protect herself
from cold. She walked on the ground barefoot in the morning, allowing coldness to enter
her body. The aunt is only sixty or seventy years old— not very old, says Valeria— yet
now she can't walk. "She never took care of herself. That's why my aunt got old and
sick so fast."
When I asked Letty (age 17) what could happen to a woman who doesn't care for
herself after she gives birth, she told me:
Well, they told me that in the short run, nothing. [A woman] feels fine. She
says, "Oh! I'm not taking care of myself anymore, because I feel fine already."
But later, when she's old, that's when the problems come. When you're old,
that's when the sicknesses come- for example, rheumatism, when one's legs hurt,
because we don't take care of ourselves. The cold enters into our bodies, and
then, yes, the sicknesses come, like rheumatism. Our bodies hurt, and sometimes
Although in some societies, a negative effect of not caring for oneself properly during the post partum
period could be newborn abnormalities in the birth of future children, none of the women in my study
mentioned this as a danger.
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we feel really tired. All this happens if a woman doesn't take care of herself. In
the shortrun, well, there's not so much harm, but later, yes.
Although illnesses like rheumatism may have treatments, Letty said, it is best to avoid
them altogether by taking care of yourself while young.
The idea of illness remaining latent, inside the body, waiting to appear as painful
symptoms during old age— or another time of vulnerability— is common cross-culturally.
In northeast Thailand, for example, some women "see their [gynecological] illness as
latent, that is, they feel that they experience recurrent symptoms because the disease or
germs remain in their bodies and only manifest themselves at certain times...
(Boonmongkon et al. 2001: 1100)." Among Mixtec women, the symptom-causing entity
which remains inside the body is not a disease or germ, but coldness.

Embodied Memory
Ever since Dona Azalea (age 54) had an operation on her large intestine, she has felt
especially vulnerable to cold air. She opened the refrigerator door one day, not long after
the operation, and felt a rush of cold air enter her— which she believes was directly
related to the operation. A number of researchers have studied bodily memory, showing
how bodily sensation is associated with emotions, with a particular (perhaps traumatic)
event, and with other related events afterwards (Jenkins 1994, Csordasl993). Now,
exposure to anything cold reminds Dona Azalea of the operation in not only a cognitive
sense, but a bodily sense—causing her to re-experience emotions and sensations
surrounding the initial experience.
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Julia (age 40) told an animated story which highlights the significance of bodily
memory among women recalling their post partum experiences. With her second child,
Julia spent less than the forty day cuarentena taking care of herself. She went out to the
store to buy a crib, and got caught in a rain storm, which caused pain that still bothers her
now, ten years later."" She said.
Now, with the passing of time, my back hurts a lot and I feel that it was because
of that [rainstorm], because they tell us— according to belief I think- that you
have to take care of yourself for forty days. You shouldn't expose yourself to the
elements, but above all, not to the weather, the cold. So I exposed myself to the
rain when I went out to get the crib. A really heavy rain caught me there
downtown and my whole back got wet. And since then, I've had back problems.
[At that point] they hadn't given me a bano yet.
When Julia feels the back pain, she remembers the day of the storm, the rain hitting her
back, and the cold entering. Julia's upper back began hurting two or three years
afterwards. She said,
I went to the doctor, and he said that maybe it [the back pain] was from
exhaustion. I say it was from not taking care of myself, no? The rain hit me, and
I feel that my body hadn't yet been cooked, as the older women say. That's why
it affected me more, because I hadn't bathed yet. But I hoped that with the bano,
[the pain] would disappear. But, well, it's been ten years, and I continue with this
pain. It happens when I wash clothes. I feel worried.
For Julia, like many women, the cold is almost an entity that becomes lodged in the body
like a big splinter, causing pain until it is taken out. Julia says that her mother— a
woman who informally cures—sometimes gives her hot oil massages.
But I think it [the pain] requires something more, to take out the cold that I
received, no? It was something cold that penetrated into my back, because I
^ Studies of other societies, have shown that women with recurrent gynecological-related symptoms may
relate them to a specific event that occurred earlier in life, which either caused or made the women
vulnerable to their current symptoms. In northeast Thailand, for example, women connect incidents like an
old injury or failing to stay by the fire' after childbirth to uterine/vaginal pain and discharge
(Boonmongkon et al. 2001).
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wasn't covered up. I hadn't brought a sweater- on the contrary, I wore a sundress
with no back. My back was uncovered, the rain hit my back. It's logical that I
received a lot of cold in the back. I feel that I need something more, not
medicine, but a cure, so that this [coldness] comes out. That's how it is.
In Julia's story there are hints of moral commentary— she feels irresponsible or careless
for not dressing more warmly, for going out of her home early in the cuarentena. As
women are moving more into urban areas, taking jobs outside the home, and studying in
high school and college, new constraints, demands, and pressures arise in their lives.
Following the practices prescribed by their grandmothers becomes more difficult, and
ihey find themselves adapting the ideas and practices to their current lifestyles.
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CHAPTER 2: "YOU FEEL FINE AND YOU THINK YOU DON'T NEED IT,
BUT, YES, IT HELPS": PROTECTIVE PRACTICES IN A CHANGING WORLD

Heat and Rest: What the Grandmothers Ordered
A discussed in the last chapter, women feel that restoring heat to their bodies is a vital
part of short term recovery and/or long term health. Many women of the older generation
did banos de temazcal or bafios de toro, whereas women of the younger generation more
frequently do banos de cocimiento, which require less work."' Of the women I talked
with who were over sixty, nearly all had done the bancs de temazcal or toro. Middleaged and younger women have experienced drastic social changes— like access to
hospitals, vehicle transportation, and urban migration—which have made it necessary to
make compromises and adaptations in their post partum practices.
Most women felt that banos de cocimiento were an acceptable substitute for temazcal
or toro, because they gave the body the benefits of herbs and heat, but without the timeconsuming and costly preparation of the steam baths. Other women, like Claudia (age
25)~ whose great-aunt regularly gives banos de temazcal to her family— believe that
banos de cocimiento are not as beneficial as the temazcal. Claudia says:
Sometimes [after giving birth], a woman is very weak with so much cold. She
wants heat- a bath with just water isn't the same.

As explained in the last chapter, banos de temazcal are herbal steam baths in a permanent stone or
cement bath house. Banos de toro are herbal steam baths in a more temporary bath house made of a
wooden frame and blankets. Banos de cocimiento are very hot baths with herbs steeped in them, in a large
tin.
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Claudia explains that the herbs used in the temazcal have a hot quality; the senora who is
bathing the woman uses the herbs to spiral the steam down from above, and brush over
her body."
For most women though, the important thing was that some type of herbal hot bath
was given, regardless of whether it was in the form of steam or water. Ana (age 58) did
banos de cocimiento and tabique^ for her first seven children, but for the last one, she
did no bano, and feels that she has suffered for it.
After the last child I had, I didn't take care of myself. And after eight days, I got
up to make tortillas, and I said, "I'm not going to do a bano." I didn't have
money and I had to make tortillas in order to eat. So I began to make tortillas and
I didn't do the banos. And later, my head hurt, my waist hurt, because I hadn't
taken care of myself. With the first children, yes, I had twenty days of rest, but
with the last one, I didn't. It wasn't the same.
Elisa (age 45) explains what could happen to a woman if she doesn't do the banos.
Later she begins to complain that her waist hurts her, that her ribs hurt. She gets
diarrhea, headaches. They [the women] become pale, pale. They don't heal. But
when they do all of this that I told you [banos, pressure] properly, they heal wellafter one month, two months. All of this [is what] happens here [in this pueblo].
After Elisa's seven children she did banos, and took care of herself for a month, doing
no washing or work other than making tortillas for her family. That is why she has no
pain, she says, and was able to return to chores and heavy lifting after a month. She has
noticed other women who complain of back aches and hip aches; these were the women
who waited only eight or fifteen days before reluming to their regular workload.

~ See Appendix B for list of herbs used in the banos.
^ Tabique refers to a type of steam treatment in which a woman stands with her legs straddled over a dish
of hot rocks, with herbed water thrown on the rocks, resulting in steam. The steam rises between her legs.
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Esmeralda (age 65), who was unable to do local post partum practices after her
husband abandonned her in Mexico City, discussed the consequences of not doing the
banos.
Everything hurts! Your head. Your teeth fall out. And later, you walk around
with a stomach ache, until they make you some tea, and the pain calms, but only
for a little while, because later it continues."^
Many younger women are largely motivated to do the banos because of their mothers'
or grandmothers' encourangement or insistence. Valeria (age 33) did banos de
cocimiento because her mother told her to, and she trusted that her mother—and the
elders of the pueblo— knew best.
Here [in this pueblo] my mother has this custom, because we [post partum
women] get a lot of cold in the stomach. It [the bano de cocimiento] is so that we
don't end up with such a big stomach. That's what they say. I did what they told
me!
When I asked Julia (age 40) whether young women in her pueblo, Tezoatlan, still do
banos de cocimiento, she responded: "It depends on the family. If the mother says to do
it, [the daughter] does it!"
Women emphasized that hard work and chores must be avoided during the
cuarentena. Celestina (age 60) commented on how her own experiences contrast with
those of contemporary young women, some of whom suffer the consequences of not
resting for enough time after giving birth:
Nowadays it seems that women get up [from resting] very soon, but not me. I
waited a month. I didn't do work for forty days. My mother cared for me well.
But nowadays I see that for many people, their babies are bom one day, and only
three days later they get up. And that's why they are very discolored [pale], very

'* Esmeralda, who has very few teeth in her mouth, was clearly speaking firom her own experience
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thin. They have no blood. [They have] rheumatism in their feet because they
don't take care of themselves.
Older women mentioned a specific illness called mocaxani, which younger women
sometimes mentioned in reference to something their grandmothers told them about.
Mocaxani is a Mixtec word which refers to an illness a woman can get of she does
specific tasks which are forbidden for post partum women. Most women named making
salsa (which entails working with "cold" quality foods like green tomatoes and onions) as
particularly dangerous. Sweeping and washing clothes were other commonly mentioned
dangerous chores.^ If a woman engaged in these dangerous tasks, she could get
mocaxani—leading to severe illness and perhaps death. Although several older women
said they had heard of or knew women who had gotten sick with mocaxani, most women
considered it an illness of "the past" and said it no longer existed. Rosa (age 54) explains
that mocaxani could happen when a woman washes plates and clothes frequently, getting
her arms wet, and splashing water on her belly. She said that if you did these activities,
they say that mocaxani could get you. They say that with mocaxani your hair
falls out, and you get diarrhea... In the past, they said that many women got sick
from this, but nowadays, no. Now that I'm thinking about it, the wife of Juan
Cruz died of mocaxani- six months after the delivery. [The women] grow very
sick, and they also swell up. They swell up, swell up.
During a fascinating multi-generational discussion between my friend, Sofia (age 21,
mother of a one-year-old baby), her sister-in-law, and her mother-in-law (Rosa, age 54),
the younger women listened with interest and curiosity to Rosa's descriptions of

^ Most women did make tortillas for their families, however, which is not a forbidden task. Tortillamaking was (and still is, in more rural areas) such a highly-skilled, time-consuming, gender-specific duty—
and such an essential part of meals— that a husband could not easily stand in for his recovering wife.
Likewise, other female relatives wouldn't be able to cover for her as easily, because of the nature of such a
large task—women made dozens of f^h tortillas daily to feed their families.
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forbidden activities for the women of her generation during the cuarentena. Sofia
mentioned that she'd heard that watching TV was bad for post partum women because it
makes their eyes itchy. Since TV-watching became popular in this region only within the
past ten or twenty years, Sofia's comment shows how knowledge and practices change
and accommodate new times and situations.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, in addition to giving heat to the body of the post
partum woman, and staying away from cold, it was important to press on particular points
on the body with fingers [apreter], especially during the barios. Elisa (age 45) said:
[f the woman doesn't do all of this [the banos with herbs], and if she doesn't press
on the entire body, they say that she won't heal well, because later, this results in
escalofrio [shivers] that gets them.
LR: What is escalofrio'}
ELISA: [When the women] feel cold, their heads hurt. And then, also, when they
eat some food, it harms them, because then they get diarrhea, vomiting. The
woman who is sick gets all of this. And she gets all of this if she doesn't press on
her body well.
Women say that after taking the banos de cocimiento, it is important to stay warm,
because the pores are open, the body is hot, and especially vulnerable to cold air. If the
cold air enters their bodies, they could end up with swelling, a big belly, and pain and
sickness. Valeria (age 33) told me:
[This is] an experience that a woman I work with had. Her baby was bom, the
same date as my baby, and she took a bano with herbs, but ended up swollen and
fat. I asked what was wrong, and she told me, "I did the bano, but I didn't take
care of myself afterwards. I did the bano," she said. "And then, I ended up like
this- look at me! Really fat—and my stomach- look! It looks like I have another
baby in there!" She told me, "I'm going to do the bano again, but this time I'm
going to take care of myself afterwards," she said. I told her, "But no! You have
to take care of yourself right now," I told her. And yes, that's what happens when
a woman doesn't take care of herself.
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Some women emphasized that a woman's body knew what it needed, including when
it needed to take another bano. Lupe (age 79) explained that when women felt itchy
during the post partum time, they knew it was time to take another bano in their series, to
relieve the itching. In the past, some women in her pueblo of Nieves Ixpantepec—
including her mother— took as many as sixteen banos de temazcal after each birth,
depending on what their individual bodies needed.
I found it interesting that some women described the body as having agency—
possessing and expressing its own needs and thresholds. In describing the bano de
temazcal, Paula explained that different women's bodies can endure different degrees of
heat in the banos. She said, "You enter once or twice, and if your body wants more, enter
again." The banos are extremely hot, she emphasized, "as hot as one's body can bear."

The Dangers of "Cold'* Foods
Although women stressed that individual bodies varied, there seemed to be a
consensus that cold quality foods should be avoided by all women after childbirth. The
distinction of which foods are considered cold varies from pueblo to pueblo, even from
family to family."® Valeria (age 33) says that her grandmother told her she shouldn't eat
anything green- like avocado or green salsa- during the cuarentena. Giggling, Valeria
told the story of how she ate green food despite the warnings:
A woman came to our house with, I don't know what—enchiladas with green
salsa- and I had a craving for some. I wanted some! I tell her, "Make me a taco

^ For further discussion of the significance of heat and coldness in the diets and health of people in the
Mixteca, see Katz. 1992.
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with green salsa." And later I start to have stomach pains. And I asked myself,
"But why did this pain start?— Ahhh! Because of that green salsa!"
Pork is also seen as dangerous for post partum women. Several women told me that this
was because pork caused infection and had a cold quality—their sources of information
being their doctors and grandmothers. The case of pork is interesting because it suggests
that vulnerability to cold and susceptibility to infection are overlapping, related concepts
to some extent. Women say that doctors specifically forbid women to eat pork after
cesarian sections because it could infect the incision. Grandmothers forbid pork after
births because it is cold. Eva (age 41) used both the concepts of "cold" and "infecting" in
explaining the dangers of pork:
Well, the only thing that [a woman] shouldn't eat is pork- that is, foods that
contain lard, because lard causes harm, because it can infect the belly button of
the baby. When [a woman] is breast feeding, this is a problem- the [baby's] belly
button is cool, and since she is breast feeding, [the lard/pork] can infect the child
[through the breastmilk]. Or, in another case, when the woman is operated on [a
cesarian section], it can affect her incision in the same way.
A woman's food affects not only her own body but the body of the baby she is breast
feeding. Letty (age 17) explained to me:
In the pueblo they have the belief that there are things that harm me and the baby
after giving birth, but the doctors are different, because the doctors say no, that
they can eat anything. But my mother-in-law told me not to eat nopal [cactus],
because it's really cold. It could harm me or the baby [via breastmilk]. And
eating a lot of sweets would also harm the baby, because he could get chicuala.
That's what they say in the pueblo.
Chicuala, Letty explained, refers to the parasites that can infect a baby's anal area.
According to Letty, since the mother's state of emotions, the warmth in her body, and the
food she eats all affect the baby, the mother holds a great deal of responsibility. A further
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implication would be that others around her share responsibility not to upset her. Letty
said:
Everything is transmitted by means of the breast milk. For example, if I get
annoyed or angry, it can harm the baby too, if I breastfeed him, because since I'm
angry, I can harm him. And this happened. I got angry, and I breastfed the baby,
and yes, it did harm him. It gave him a fever, and yes, I had to bring him to the
doctor, because also, it gave him cramps in his stomach. And yes, it gave him a
fever, and he was irritable the whole afternoon.
The relationship between the mother's emotions and the baby's health has interesting
moral implications regarding blame and responsibility. This relationship could benefit
the mother if other people may take special care not to upset her; however, if the mother
does breastfeed while feeling upset, she may be blamed by herself or by others for her
baby's illness.

Substitutions, Adaptations, and Harm Reduction in Practices
As I mentioned earlier, some younger and middle-aged women have done the banos
de cocimiento instead of the temazcal or toro (which their grandmothers most likely did)
as a compromise. In some of these cases, younger women simply didn't feel the bano
was necessary. Some said that their bodies had different constitutions, habits, and
customs [costumbresj than their mothers' and grandmothers'. A frequent conmient was
that the grandmothers were tougher and better able to withstand the intense heat. Some
women said they didn't have the support, resources, or time to do a bano and lake care of
themselves properly afterwards. As discussed earlier, although most women felt that the
cocimiento was not as effective as the temazcal or toro— which were the ideal— they felt
that their bodies and breast milk were sufficiently cooked by the cocimiento.
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Another harm reduction practice, an altered form of the practices of "the past,"
involves doing a twenty-day rest period rather than forty-day. Additionally, some women
believe that the vitamins, pills, and powdered milk that the medical staff gives them
strengthen their bodies and prevent infections. This allows them to be less concerned
than their grandmothers were about strictly following the cuarentena recommendations.
Despite their altered practices, however, many women still felt that their grandmother's
recommendations were ideal for their bodies. They felt that in the long run, they could be
short-changing themselves by making abbreviations and substitutions.
Mixtec women's feelings about changing post partum practices are similar to ideas
discussed by Mark Nichter regarding the important concept of "habit" for Sri Lankans'
ideas of health. Ayurveda is a time-consuming treatment that involves changing dietary,
work-related, and bathing behaviors, which consequently change a person's social
interactions. Some young people felt that their hectic lifestyles fit better with allopathic
(biomedical) medicines, which required fewer changes in bathing, diet, and work
routines. People felt that although Ayurvedic treatments were better in the long-run, it
wasn't practical to do them now. As a compromise, some said they would use Ayurvedic
treatment instead of allopathic once they were older, and had fewer constraints in their
lifestyles. Nichter writes:
Medicine taking habits which appear to favor a particular medicine tradition in
general or illness specific treatment, may not be viewed as the "best treatment."
Rather, it may reflect the exigencies of one's life and an estimation of what one
can "get away" with now. At different points in a person's life, habits may
change significantly concordant with changes in their life, their situation, as well
as changes in their evaluation of their own condition as influenced by
constitution, age, and illness history (Nichter 1989: 377).
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Transformations in the ways that Mixtec women today lead their lives have led to an
alteration of the traditional cuarentena practices. Compared to the world of the older
generation, there is now significantly better access to hospitals, clinics, biomedical
doctors, and transportation. More women are educated; more women work outside the
home; more women migrate to towns and cities; women have fewer children; women
have children later. Husbands are frequently away on migrant work to the U.S. or other
parts of Mexico, and extended families are often divided because of migration. As a
reflection of these major changes, Mixtec women made the distinction between the past
[antes] and the present [ahora], in describing two contrasting ways of life, bodily
constitutions, socio-economic opportunities and constraints, and family structure.
The picture that women painted of the past varied according to their age, experiences,
background, and motivations. Like most narratives, theirs were often related to social
and personal agendas (discussed further in the next section.) Women spoke of the past
with ambivalence within their narratives. Although the details differed from pueblo to
pueblo, the women I talked with said that the "women of the past" would give birth at
home either alone, with their husband, mother, or midwife, and then follow a strict fortyday rest period [cuarentena] in which they did not engage in a number of specifically
risky tasks, and mainly stayed indoors, on their petate with the newborn. During this
time they ideally did not bathe in cold water or eat cold foods. They drank plenty of
atole [commeal drink] to thicken the breast milk, along with hot cinnamon tea, chicken
broth, and other heat-giving, strengthening foods. They were given a series of between
three and fifteen banos de temazcal during the cuarentena. The husband gathered the
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firewood and prepared the hot stones for the bano, and the midwife or other experienced
woman would enter the temazcal with the woman and brush her with the herbs.
In contemporary times and the recent past, women's experiences have often diverged
far from the practices of "the past" that they construct. Some nuddle-aged and younger
women— claiming that the bano de temazcal/toro procedure was time-consuming and
resource-consuming— took the bano de cocimiento and tabiqiie instead. They didn't have
time to make their own health a priority, given their other responsibilities with childcare
and work.
Julia (age 40) is a nursery school teacher, local teacher union representative, single
mother of two. At nights she assists her sister, Mercedes (age 43), in making spicy
memelitas and picaditas at the stand they have set up outside Mercedes's house. Julia is
extremely busy, always animated and enthusiastic, but with eyes that give away her
chronic exhaustion. After talking about her back pain, related to coldness entering it after
the birth of her second child, she told me she felt she should do a bano de temazcal. She
did a bano de cocimiento only after the coldness had entered it (during a rainstorm).
Since the coldness entered before her body had been "cooked," she felt that she must take
more drastic measures to remove the coldness.
[People] have talked a lot to me about how with the banos [de temazcal] I'd be
cured, but [I don't do them] because I don't have enough time. But, well, during
this vacation I'll go. I have to free up a day, because here [in Huajuapan], there
are none [no banos de temazcal].
Given other demands on their time and money, some women do not feel that banos
are important enough to worry about. If they feel fine after the birth, they might not want
to go out of their way to take the banos, although many in that situation later express
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regret that they didn't do it. Eva (age 41) talked about how she did the bano de
cocimiento only after her first child's birth. When I asked her why, she replied:
Well, after the first child, [I did it] because my grandmother insisted [laughs].
Yes, and with the others, I didn't really have much interest in it-1 just lost
interest. It's just laziness- because you feel fine and you think you don't need it,
but, yes, it helps.
She said that she has never suffered any negative consequences from not doing banos
after her other children's births; however, her daughter—who never did a post partum
bano— suffers from the symptoms that the banos prevent. Eva said:
I'm seeing with my daughter that she didn't do the bano, and she's always
suffering from headaches, and [says] that her hips hurt. And well, those are
symptoms that happen in this situation.
Women emphasize that after the cocimiento, it is vital to stay warm and covered up,
since one is especially vulnerable to coldness. After taking the banos de temazcal or
cocimiento, women are supposed to stay inside the house, not bathing in cold water or
bathing outdoors for several days. Younger women said they had a problem with keeping
themselves well covered, and abiding by the older women relatives demands for them to
stay warm. These restrictions made it difficult for women to fulfill their other obligations.
My friend Fanny (35)—a maintenance worker at the university where I taught— had
suffered a nuscarriage, and for weeks afterwards she had been experiencing pain in her
belly. Upon her co-workers' recommendations, she asked a woman down the street to
give her a bano de temazcal.
When I asked Fanny if she wanted to come with me to do another bano, she declined,
saying that it was too difficult for her to follow the restrictions on avoiding cold water for
three days after the bano. It was important to her to be able to bathe daily for her work.
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yet since she had no indoor plumbing or hot water, and no husband to heat up the water
for her, cold water was her only option. She felt uncomfortable going to work
unshowered for three days, so she did not do any more banos.
The importance of avoiding cold drafts and water after the temazcal and cocimiento
made it difficult for my friend and former student, Sofia (age 21), as well. She tells me
that she found it impossible to be covered up with shawls and stay inside in bed for
several days after the bano. Her lifestyle was active—she wore stylish clothes and felt
she couldn't very well walk around campus, sweating, swathed in shawls.
Sofia's grandmother and mother had encouraged her to do a bano de cocimiento.
They boiled a big bucket of water with about a dozen herbs especially for the bano de
cocimiento. When it had cooled off a little—just enough so that it wouldn't scald her, but
still extremely hot and steaming, Soffa sat in a small chair inside the large tin, and her
mother began hitting her with bunches of herbs saturated with the hot herbal brew. Sofia
said, laughing and wide-eyed, that she couldn't withstand the heat. "I can't bear it!" [No
aguanto'.J she screamed, and finally, jumped out of the bath and refused to do it again.
Sofia, like many younger women, felt that her body was not tough enough to withstand
the heat from the bancs that her grandmother's body had withstood.
Soffa tried to alter other practices to fit her lifestyle. She cared for herself for twenty
days after the delivery, although her grandmother had recommended forty days. She
didn't do the cocimiento until over a month after the birth, whereas her grandmother says
she should have done it earlier. She said that most women she knows her age— around
twenty— don't take care of themselves the way their grandmothers did.
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Sofia felt that not caring for herself properly has affected her, by causing back pain
that began ten months after the delivery. She believed that young women nowadays have
back pain after only one, two, or three children, whereas in the past, when they had many
children—eight, ten, twelve— they didn't experience much pain. This was because they
cared for themselves well, and were tougher then, she said. Like other young women I
spoke with, Sofia speculated that another reason why women nowadays don't do the
banos as much because of the constraints of work, school, and living in the city."^
Like Sofia, several women tell stories of the shocking heat of the bano de temazcal,
recounting their own and others' first (and last!) experiences in it. With great energy and
animation, Valeria (age 33) told me of the time she went as a child with her aunt while
her aunt did a bano de temazcal. She recounted that after the first hiss of the water on the
rocks, her aunt screamed, and crawled out of the steam bath as fast as she could.
Struggling to wrap a blanket around her naked body, she ran out of the midwife's yard,
all the way home.
In Valeria's own experience with a bano de cocimiento, the heat from covering up
with blankets afterwards was unbearable for her:
The senora bathed me well, thoroughly, my entire head and everything. And then
they dried me off, and had me get dressed in pants and sweater, and everything.
And then, "Go to sleep," [they said]. I went to bed, I lay down covered in
blankets—but, awv! I couldn't stand it! I said. "I can't bear it!" My husband
said, "Bear with it because if you don't, you'll get sick," and other things, but I
tell him, "I can't bear it!"
^ Lcx:al beliefs the health dangers of being "startled" or "frightened" [asustada/espantada] are evident in
Sofia's ideas about pregnancy and delivery. For the first six months of her pregnancy the child was in the
proper position. During her sixth month, there was a big earth quake, at which time she became dizzy and
lost consciousness briefly. For her next check up, the doctor found that the baby had turned upside down
into a breech position, which made a cesarian section necessary. Sofia blames the fright she received from
the earthquake for the cesarian section.
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Valeria, like Sofia, felt that she could not stand the requirements of covering up and
staying inside for after the baths. She discusses how she felt after the bano, when the
sefiora and her female relatives told her to stay warm inside the bedroom.
And they closed the doors so the wind [aire] wouldn't get in. But it was hot, so
hot, I couldn't stand it!... "Cover up, cover up!" they told me, but—avw! "I
can't stand it!" I say. "That's enough!" And I say, "You know what? I'm going
to get up for a while." And they told me, "No!"
After the bono, not only could Valeria become sick if she didn't stay warm, but she
had to be careful not to feed her baby until the breast milk wasn't so hot. Valeria told me
how, the night after her bath,
at two in the morning the baby started crying but I couldn't breast feed him
because [the milk] was hot and would hurt him. But he didn't want a bottle with
formula, he wanted breast milk. And he was crying so much, but finally he took
the bottle.
Some young women do not do the banos, taking other precautions to avoid cold air
and water— which make them feel less vulnerable. Letty (age 17) did not do the banos de
temazcal or cocimiento, although her grandmothers did. Nevertheless, she was careful
not to get cold and wet, and to bathe indoors in lukewarm water at noon, following her
mother's instructions. Neither she nor her baby were permitted to go outside and touch
the ground, because of the cold. She didn't do any work during the cuarentena, and
stayed lying down or sitting most of the time, walking around only occasionally. It was a
little boring, she told me, to be in the house all the time. Her mother took care of her
during that time, while her sister, and sister-in-laws took over the work and chores that
she couldn't do.
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In another kind of compromise, some women do the banos de temazcal, yet must do
their work and chores. For them, the banos are protection for the hard work they must
begin before the cuarentena is over. For Claudia's (age 25) first child, she rested for one
month after the birth, refraining from doing any work or chores. After the next four
births, she immediately started tending to her other children, sweeping, mopping, and
other chores, with only short rests of a couple hours each day. "You have to do what you
have to do," she shrugs. She did not suffer negative consequences for not resting for the
cuarentena, she says, largely because she was doing the protective banos de temazcal
regularly.
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CHAPTER 3; *THE WOMEN OF THE PAST" AND '*WOMEN
NOWADAYS":THE MEANINGS OF POST PARTUM EXPERIENCES IN THE
CONTEXT OF SOCIAL CHANGE
During the time I lived in the Mixteca, I often noticed people's ambivalence about
social changes. At the beginning of conversations, I sometimes fell that people were
testing the waters to see if I respected local healing practices, language, and knowledge
(which, of course, I did). In conversations, there was a continual dialectic between the
loss of valuable local "customs" and the benefits of modem conveniences. On one hand,
people regretted that few young people now speak the indigenous languages or know
about herbal cures. They reminisce about how the women of "the past" were a wealth of
valuable healing knowledge, and how in the past, the pueblos were livelier, full of young
people and children. Now, largely because of migration, the pueblos are described as sad
places.
Depending on the context, people sometimes spoke of food and nutrition as better
nowadays—people have meat every day, whereas years ago, they rarely enjoyed the
luxury of meat. The grandparents had eaten tortillas with wild greens and lime, and
beans or vegetable soup for dinner. At the same time, people criticize the soft drinks and
artificially dyed candies that abound, the ever-present plastic bags of greasy, salty pork
rinds and potato chips. Young children's mouths are often coated with bright red
mustaches from the "fruit drinks" they suck down. Some women and mothers I talked
with said that in the past, they would regularly make aguas with water, a little sugar, and
watermelon or guava or pineapple or rice or limes— but now, they lament, everyone
wants soft drinks. Most women do, however, proudly maintain that the freshly prepared
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food they eat in the puebio is better than canned and frozen food eaten in Mexico City or
the United States.
In regards to transformations in local celebrations, some people actively resist the
changes, especially when it comes to pueblo's fairs [ferias]. The pueblo of Yolotepec has
a yearly Camaval fiesta, where young men dance all day long in the heat and dust, in
costumes and diverse masks— from mountain cat faces to Freddie Kruger—and locally
made hide sandals with tire slabs for soles. They wear long, brightly colored soccer
socks and baggy nylon soccer shorts, and dance while two or three older men play
meandering flute melodies and drum rhyhms. The dancers go from house to house in the
pueblo, while some older costumed men carrying bunches of ruda gave a limpia—
spiritual cleaning to the household.
During the Camaval several years ago, some older men explained to me that they had
created a rule that at these stops, you had to speak Mixteco, not castellano [Spanish]. A
few years back, they said, the boys had wanted to wear Nikes and the musicians had tried
to play pop songs. But since enough people insisted that these changes were negative,
they decided that only the locally-made hide sandals could be worn (although the soccer
clothes were acceptable—they knew they had to pick their battles.) And the songs played
had to be the same meandering flute and drum melodies that their fathers and
grandfathers had played.
In addition to feeling that the ways of the pueblo are threatened by a deluge of global
pop culture elements, people are also concerned about the effects of emigration to the
cities. In Yolotepec- whose situation is typical of what other pueblos in my study have
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been experiencing- migration out of the pueblos has grown exponentially over the past
several decades. As Erendira (age 75), a former midwife, told me, "Nowadays, there are
no more babies. Everyone has left. Only we old people are left." Indeed, the pueblo
feels deserted except for a few times per year: for Camaval, for the pueblo's fair for San
Juan, and an occasional wedding ceremony.

Women's Bodies, Past and Present
In Gertrude Eraser's study of African-American women's perceptions of the
disappearance of midwifery, she writes, "One reason for setting out the distinctions
between the world of midwives and home births and the world of doctors and hospital
births was to satisfy the anthropologist's curiosity" (1995: 53). In my interviews, I tried
to avoid imposing categories on women's experiences, and avoided using the dichotomy
of the past and the present. My focus was their own experiences—which practices they
felt they should have done, and what they actually did. In almost every interview, the
women themselves brought up the dichotomies of past/present, home/hospital, and
pueblo/city. In everyday conversations, too, people seemed to construct the world of the
pueblo (associated with the past) and the world of the city (associated with the present).
Eva (age 41) talked about how in the past, women went to parteras [midwives]
instead of doctors for birth, and used to do banos.
Now it's rare to And a person who does a bano de cocimiento like they should do.
Now people are getting accustomed [to not doing them]. The btmos are being
lost, getting left behind.
Eva speculates that this change has to do with women having fewer children now, and
consequently having less of a need to care for themselves well.
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Nowadays a woman who has two children has many children! Two children for a
lot [of women], and for many, only one! Before, well, they had as many children
as came- eight, ten, fourteen, fifteen, and now it's not like that.
Esmeralda (age 65) said:
Before, in the old days, I remember that my mother would make banos de toro-that's what they called it—a little hut. Then they put in stones and then herbs, and
then water with herbs, and then they began—and with this they burnt us [nos
quemaban], but now they don't do all this anymore. Now none of this exists."®
Elisa (age 45) spoke of how banos de cocimiento (water baths) have replaced the
temazcal (steam baths):
They [the banos de temazcal] were done in the past, but these days I've hardly
seen any, because it seems that nowadays women bathe with hot water and herbs,
nothing else- and the herbs are hot too.
In discussing the disappearance of the temazcal, Elisa associated the temazcal with
midwifery, weaving palm, and speaking Mixteco— all considered practices of the past
and the pueblo. Elisa told me that her three oldest children know how to weave
sombreros with palm, and the two oldest speak Mixteco, whereas the younger ones do
not. She was indexing that her older children were raised with the ways of the local past.
whereas her younger ones follow the ways of the global present. Elisa, like many people,
lamented the loss of these old "customs," which had long been defining characteristics of
their pueblo identity."'

^ Obviously, Esmeralda is mistaken. There are banos de temazcal in use in several pueblos around
Huajuapan. Her perception, however, is valid, and reflects the perception of many women who live in this
area.
^ These associations should also be understood in the context of a national history of equating "Indianness"
with "backwardness." including government policies to discourage indigenous practices—for example,
punishment in schools for speaking indigenous languages. One man I talked with remembered being
slapped on the hand with a wooden stick when he tried to speak Mixteco in school several decades ago.
The children who do speak Mixteco now are generally the ones living in more isolated pueblos. In the
pueblos in my study, typically the grandparents spoke Mixteco. while only some of the middle-aged and
twenty-something people spoke it. and very few children and adolescents spoke it.
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Interestingly, many women used "in the pueblo" and "in the past" almost
interchangeably, as though the pueblo (referred to in present tense) is timeless, or
representative of the past. Elisa said:
Here [in the pueblo] we are endurers [aguantadoras] because here we don't go to
the doctor— in the past we didn't go to the doctor.
Notice how she corrects herself, using past tense. She uses the two tenses
interchangeably in the interview, using "here in the pueblo" and "in the past" as mutual
substitutes.
Women spoke of both the dangers and benefits of health care of the past. Many
older women felt that pregnancy, birth and the post partum period are much less risky
now that doctors, clinics and hospitals are nearby. Nowadays there are medicines to cure
most ailments, and relatively few women and children die in birth-related complications.
Several women recalled that the switch to biomedical care happened once the partera of
their pueblo died, at which time women began going to the clinics or hospitals or private
doctors for deliveries. In Mercedes's pueblo of Tezoatlan, the local nurse assisted the
midwife several decades ago, and then, once the midwife died, the nurse continued.^"
Women acknowledge that there are great advantages to the medical care available
now. Although Mercedes (age 43) often raves about the benefits of herbal remedies and
her mother's cures, she emphasizes that in the past, the system of giving birth relied on
brute force, and was far from hygenic. Sometimes the women giving birth were very

™ A former midwife. Erendira (age 75), felt that it was dangerous to practice as a midwife nowadays—a
sentiment echoed by other midwives I talked with. If something went wrong in the delivery, Erendira said,
midwives would be blamed, and their reputations tarnished; meanwhile all their successes would be
overlooked. Consequendy, many former midwives take precautions to limit their curing to massages
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badly hurt because of the crude manipulations, like hanging them from rope, or pounding
their stomachs. These rough techniques had long-term negative health consequences,
Mercedes said. Her mother, like many older women, suffers from "fallen uterus" [matriz
caidaj. With fallen uterus, she says, a woman could get cancer, so she has to be very
clean. She adds that, as a gynecologist told her the other day, it is important to go for
exams to check for cancer.
Older women considered young women nowadays to be constitutionally different
from themselves, since they were raised with different food, medicine, work, and
entertainment. Urban women from places like Mexico City are also constitutionally
different from themselves, as pueblo-dwellers. Older women noted that some young
mothers seem to be able to start working again three days after they give birth. Most
older women considered young mother's contemporary practices to be appropriate for
their place (city) or for current times—as part of the lifestyle package of the present or
the city. Several said that the cuarentena rest and banos seemed to no longer be
necessary. An undercurrent that continued surfacing, however, was the idea that perhaps
when these young women became middle-aged, they will feel aches and pains as results.
Young women, in general, expressed an attitude of awe and admiration toward their
grandparents. There was a profound respect for their mothers and grandmothers, and
they were impressed with their grandmothers' and mothers' home births alone, or with
only their husbands' assistance. Many women lamented that their grandmothers or greatgrandmothers were a wealth of knowledge of medicinal herbs, whereas they themselves

[sobadas] during pregnancy, and banos afterwards. Erendira will only provide services only at the
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were ignorant. Several younger women said that their grandmothers' bodies could bear
the heat of the temazcal because they were tougher. The grandmothers had grown up
with poor diets, hard work, and no doctors or medicine; constitutionally, they were
"endurers."
The grandmothers emphasized that life in the past was difficult. They grew up with
"poor medicines"-- like herbs, and parteras and curanderas instead of doctors.
Positioning themselves as poor, or growing up poor, indexed an entire set of habits and
customs, including foods and medicines that their bodies had grown up accustomed to.
Grandmothers described themselves as "women of the past." Celestina (age 60)
commented, 'The women of the past did the banos—of the past, like me- but the young
women like yourself, they don't."
Several younger women had told me they couldn't bear the heat, and I wondered
whether the extreme heat had been difficult for the older generation when they were
younger. Most older women, however, said that they hadn't thought about not doing the
banos— everyone did them. And many said the banos felt wonderful. Lupe (age 79)
said, "We wanted to do it [the bano], and even if someone didn't want to, they did it,
because that was the remedy we had." Amelia (age 80) agreed: 'The banos felt good, the
banos are good, you feel well-burnt."

woman's home, so that if something goes wrong, Erendira's home will not gain a negative reputation.
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Changing Work Patterns, Family Structure, and Migration
Traditionally, in the Lower Mixteca, small-scale agriculture, commerce, goat-herding,
and palm-weaving have been the foundation of the local economy. In recent decades,
more and more people have been migrating out of the pueblos to find work- sometimes
only a few hours away, to the town of Huajuapan, and sometimes as far as Mexico City
or Chicago. Sometimes an entire family moves together; other times the husband goes
alone, sending money back to his family, and returning for visits when possible.
Often, the older people are left living in the pueblos, visited as often as possible by
their children and grandchildren who live in more urban areas. Erendira (age 75), a
former midwife in the pueblo of Yolotepec, ended most of her stories and comments with
the same bottom line: "But nowadays there are no children!... It is sad here- our pueblo
is a sad, sad place now!" She attributes this situation to younger families migrating to the
US, Mexico City, and Huajuapan, as well as family planning policies advocated by the
government.
As I discussed in the last chapter, place was integrally tied to women's habits,
customs, and bodily constitution; consequently, moving from one place to another meant
disrupting an entire set of ideas and practices. Valeria (age 33) found her post partum
period to be lonely in Mexico City, where she and her husband had migrated from
Oaxaca. With no social or family support in the city, and with her husband working all
day, she was alone, "closed in the house with the baby." She contrasts this to her other
delivery, in Huajuapan, where a hoard of aunts, sisters, female cousins, and neighbors
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helped cover her chores, brought her food, and helped her care for the baby. In
Huajuapan, she felt supported and cared for during her post partum period.
I began to notice in my interviews, that women didn't mention emotional distress,
sadness, or depression as possible post partum problems. Although Valeria certainly felt
sad and lonely, she directly linked it to her living situation, and did not consider her
feelings to be typical of post partum women.
This lack of focus on depression—or symptoms of depression— struck me as strange,
since in the US, there is a big focus on post partum depression, with hormonal changes
cited as its cause. After an American woman, Andrea Yates, systematically drowned her
five children in a fit of "post partum psychosis" last spring (2001), a great deal of media
attention was given to the biological and social factors contributing to post partum mental
health disorders.^' In a New York Times Magazine article (July 8, 2001) which provided
a cross-cultural perspective, it was suggested that our society's lack of support for
mothers during the exhausting and overwhelming post partum period greatly contributes
to depression and psychosis.
When I asked women, at the end of the interviews, if emotional or mental distress was
a potential problem for post partum women, most responded that in their experience—
and the experience of women they knew—the main emotion was happiness that both they
and the baby were healthy. They conceded that they felt extremely tired for a few weeks
afterwards—because of attending to the baby and because their bodies had gone through

"Eighty percent of all new mothers experience the baby blues; one in 10 new mothers develop from this a
full-blown clinical depression, and one in 1,000 develop psychosis, which is 16 times more common during
the post partum period than at any other point" (Slater, New York Times Magazine. July 8, 2001).
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a great deal of physical labor. Valeria (age 33), echoing the New York Times Magazine
article, speculated that perhaps women in the US suffer more post partum depression
because they live in smaller nuclear families, often far from their extended families, and
receive relatively little social support. This was certainly true for Valeria's own
experience after giving birth to her first child in Mexico City.
The idea that a relatively wealthy, urban lifestyle increases isolation— and therefore
increases loneliness and sadness— was an interesting commentary women's own socio
economic situations. Many women highly valued the social support network in more
rural, poorer areas, and acknowledged that strong relationships can be more imponant
than money. Valeria was educated as a laboratory chemist for producing
pharmaceuticals; however, she was not happy in the impersonal atmosphere of Mexico
City, where she had found a job. She felt distanced from her family, home community,
and their customs. She and her husband decided to move back to Oaxaca, to a
neighborhood outside of Huajuapan, despite the fact that there was no work for her skills.
She found a job at the university as a custodian- a step down from her previous skilled
job. Although Valeria— and other women I talked with— situated themselves as poor in
relation to the rest of Mexico and the US, they felt that living in the Mixteca offered the
community and family support that a wealthier urban lifestyle would not allow.
In addition to migration, another labor-related change over the past several decades
has been the national and international corporations which have come to rural Oaxaca to
hire cheap wage labor. Several women brought this up as they discussed their neighbors'
and family members' reproductive health. They said that women working in factories
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were more susceptible to bladder and urinary infections, and belly and back pain, from
sitting for extended periods of time. Specifically, women who sewed basketballs were
more vulnerable to pain and infertility, due to the "cold" nature of the needles.^"
Carla (age 28) told me that her sister-in-law became infertile because she did too
much wage work, sewing basketballs with a needle and thread. She was vulnerable
because her work involved "cold" needles, as well as sitting for long stretches of time
without standing up. For treatment, she went to a curandera, who rubbed hot oil on her
stomach to take out the coldness, restoring heat and fertility. These kinds of stories and
observations were parts of larger negative commentaries on the disruptive role of
factories and mass production wage work in people's lifestyles.

Interpersonal Relations With [n>Laws
The relationship between mother-in-law and daughter-in-law is full of potential
conflicts, especially in small Mixtec communities where living situations are more
traditional. These conflicts may play out in power struggles, including competition for
control over the husband/son, and tension in day-to-day work relations among the women
while doing gender-specific tasks together. In the pueblos, many of the traditional
marriage festivities center around bonding the two extended families with food and gifts.
Typically, after the marriage, the wife moves to the home of her new husband, who lives
in a compound of houses with his parents. The woman is now expected to work with her
in-laws—sisters, aunts, grandmothers, and mother— in doing chores like making tortillas.
As discussed in Chapter 1, since needles are considered cold, sewing is a traditionally banned activity for
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cleaning, cooking, and tending to the animals and garden. Currently, so many young
people are moving away from their pueblos, that few newlyweds follow the traditional
patterns of living and working arrangements. The older and younger generations of
women sometimes have different expectations for their roles as in-laws, which can be a
source of conflicts.
Older women have told me how difficult it was for them, as young women, to adjust
to living with their new in-laws. Beyond feeling homesick, they missed their own
family's ways of doing things—their habits and customs, their rhythms of work, talk, and
leisure. Older women told me that it is as important to get along well with one's
husband's women kin as with one's husband, since they are the ones you work with all
day. One's husband may be away for months or years at a time, doing migrant work in
another region; consequently, one's female in-laws are often the ones the woman spends
the most time with.
Over my years in Oaxaca, I wimessed tensions between mothers-in-law and
daughters-in-law in a variety of situations. In the interviews, however, women skirted
around those tensions, rarely admitting outright to conflicts; rather, they hinted at them,
lowering their voices and leaving long silences, for me to fill in the gaps. Mercedes's
conflicts with her mother-in-law played out in disagreements over post partum care. She
was used to the customs and ways of her Mixtec pueblo Tezoatlan, including a forty-day
period of rest and banos de cocimiento. Her husband's family, fn)m Tehuacan, southern
Puebla, several hours away by bus, had different customs and ways. During the few

women during the cuarentena.
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years that she lived there, she gave birth once, and felt that it would be dangerous to her
health not follow the post partum customs of her pueblo. Yet her mother-in-law and
sisters-in-law expected her to begin chores soon after giving birth; they implied that she
was lazy because she wanted to rest. Mercedes's comments about the dilemma—
expressed in a lowered voice— show a reluctance to openly criticize her in-laws or
explicitly admit a conflict. In the following quote, she uses "we" to refer to the women
of her family, and "they" to refer to her female in-laws.
LR: Did your in-laws have a problem with you doing banos and resting during the
cuarentena?
MERCEDES: [hesitates] No [hesitates]- the only thing that my mother-in-law
said to me... she said, "Me, I gave birth one day, and the next day I was washing
my clothes." They're people who, if they worked a lot like ^ do, they probably
wouldn't be able to endure it. They're weak. Now, we do a lot of work here in
the house, and we endure a lot, and we don't get sick much. And I think that it
has to do with that. And even so, they still— they say 'I can't bear it anymore!"
[when they're working].
Mercedes hints that she and her sisters and mother have a great deal of work, and in
order to endure it without becoming ill, they must take care of themselves, which
includes following particular post partum practices. Her female in-laws do not engage in
hard labor, yet complain that they cannot bear the little work that they have.
In other situations, young women may consent to do unfamiliar customs in order to
appease their mother-in-laws. As mentioned in the introduction, in my first exposure to
banos de temazcal, my friend, Donaciana, was giving a bono to her post partum
daughter-in-law, Teresa. Teresa did not have the bano custom in her pueblo, and was
clearly somewhat uncomfortable with it, especially when Donaciana insisted that the
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baby enter the bano as well. It was apparent that Teresa was doing the bano largely to
please her mother-in-law.
Other women I spoke with agreed to do particular practices because their mothers and
grandmothers insisted or urged them to. Women told me again and again- implicitly and
explicitly- that it is the woman's mother who has the ultimate say in what happens for
post partum care. Typically, if the mother lives far away, however, the mother-in-law
exerts a stronger influence if she lives nearby.

Interpersonal Relations With Husbands/Partners
Inevitably, when women described their post partum experiences, the fathers of their
children came up.^^ Husbands have usually been the ones who collect the firewood for
the banos, help prepare the banos, pay for women to give banos; husbands also take over
some chores and basic cooking. I found it interesting that women's discussion of how
their husband helped them— or didn't help them— extended to commentaries on men in
general. Some women explicitly contrasted men nowadays to men in the past— in the
time of their grandmothers.
Esmeralda's (age 65) husband raped her, then married her. When she became
pregnant, he took her to Mexico City. During her pregnancy, he left her for another
woman, abandonning her and the baby. Esmeralda, utterly alone in the city without
family or social support, sold things on the street, peddling without a permit. When her

Some women were married formally, and some were not but referred to their common law partner as
their "husband." Since weddings are extremely expensive, when done the traditional way, it is not
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baby was bom, she rested for three days and then, with her baby tied to her back in a
shawl, began peddling again. She had no one to help with post partum care, cooking,
cleaning, or washing diapers.
In all of our conversations over the past several years—both during our interviews and
in everyday chats— Esmeralda's view of men as potentially abusive and neglectful was
expressed in stories, gossip, and warnings to me. While Esmeralda and her friend Ana
(age 58) talked about how "women nowadays" no longer follow many of the customs of
the past, Esmeralda digressed into a commentary on the violent behavior of "men of the
past."
In the past, if a woman wasn't bearing children, the husband hit her. They beat
their women. Even now, there are still people who beat them. But now the young
women don't let them! No more! My father would hit my mother, but now
women don't let them do that. Now the women hit their husbands! [laughs] It's
true! Now it's a different story. Now all the young women have their
professions. Now they're not like we were before. Now, all over the place, there
are women teachers, secretaries, accountants. How are [the husbands] going to
beat their wives if [their wives] know how to make their own living? ...Women
nowadays are happier because no one can yell at them, mistreat them. They're
happy. Now the men are at the bottom and the women on top! And that's good,
for us—because we [the older generation] didn't even go to school!
Upon my questioning, Esmeralda and her friend Ana (whose husband is an unemployed
alcoholic) conceded that some men "of the past" did do minimal help for their women
after delivery. Esmeralda said.
They would do little things like make tea if the woman was having pain, that's all,
but they didn't enter into her room.

uncommon to have conunon law unions. Here, I use "husband" as the women did, to refer to their parmers
or spouses.
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To a great extent, women in the past were dependent on the help of male relatives to
do the bano de temazcal. Some women said that their husbands were simply too lazy to
prepare the bario for them after the birth or some or all of their children. Amelia (age 80)
recalled that her father-in-law prepared her banos de toro, because her husband told her
he didn't want to do it. Elisa (age 45) says that her husband and father-in-law were only
willing to prepare the banos after the birth of her first three children:^"*
I did the bono [de toroJ with only three of my children. The first three. After the
fourth, no longer, because then my husband and my father-in-law didn't do it
anymore. [Hesitates] That's why I didn't enter the bono [de toro] anymore... It's
a lot of work too, because to do a bano, you have to go into the brush, gather
green wood, come and prepare the pot, and then make this torito [little wooden
structure] like I told you. All of it is hard work too. And since my husband began
to work far away, my father-in-law stayed, and since he was old, he felt too lazy
to do it [laughs.]
So, for her fourth child and subsequent children, Elisa did the banos de cocimiento
instead of the toro, which she said didn't work as well as the toro.
In Paula's [70] case, she had two daughters and no husband. Her father was the one
who prepared the bath for her. As she talked about how she couldn't rest for the
cuarentena, and had to do work and chores sooner than most other women with
husbands, she commented on the difficulty of life without a husband. At the same time,
she expressed appreciation of her independence and freedom from serving a husband and
answering to his needs and demands. Although she believes she has accepted her
situation with dignity, she did speak wistfully of women who had husbands to care for
them after giving birth and to pay for a midwife to give them a bano.

^ As mentioned in earlier in this chapter, Elisa's first few children were also the only ones who spoke
Mixteco and knew how to weave palm.
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You see that the [women! who have husbands, well, they go [for the banos].
Everyone takes care of them. But those women who don't [have husbands], well,
they just have to bathe themselves.
Some women expressed that in the past, taking care of one's wife properly after
childbirth was a symbol of a good husband. Doiia Lupe's (age 79) late husband was one
of the only formally educated ones in their pueblo of Nieves Ixpantepec. As a school
teacher, he was one of the only men in the community who didn't make a living at
agriculture. He died last spring, and Lupe has been mourning, telling me often during our
interviews that he was a good man. Although he didn't collect the firewood for her
banos himself- since he was not an agriculturalist- he paid someone else to gather the
wood. Lupe said.
My husband didn't have time [to help with the banos] because he worked. And I
did four or five baths- but the women whose husbands have time, they bathe a lot.
They do ten or twelve banos [after each delivery].
Younger women's husbands didn't play as big a role in the preparations for banos.
Since most of the younger women did banos de cocimiento rather than temazcal or toro,
less elaborate preparations were required. The woman's mother or grandmother usually
took charge of these banos.
In Rosa's (age 54) pueblo, the husband used to help his wife during childbirth by
wrapping his arms around her belly, using his strength to try to push the baby out as the
woman squatted. Giggling, Rosa vividly reenacted for me how she gave birth to her
children, while her daughter-in-law Oaughing hysterically) helped mime the role of the
husband. In the past, Rosa explained, men fi-om that pueblo were used to helping their
wives. It was part of being a man, skills which they learned from their fathers. After the
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birth, however, the husbands did not help care for the women much, Rosa said with a
cynical smile. Her husband didn't make her food or do any chores; rather, her mother-inlaw and mother helped her.
Eva (age 41), whose husband is frequently away doing migrant work, talked wistfully
about her vision of the past, when men actively assisted their wives in giving birth at
home. They used to be skilled birth assistants, she told me with admiration. But now,
she said sardonically, men are good for nothing. The father of her children is glaringly
absent from her discussion of her post partum experiences. After her deliveries, she
rested for a relatively short time and began working again well before the ciiarentena was
over. Her comments about the worthlessness of men nowadays reflect the fact that the
father of her children has played an insignificant— and not particularly supportive— role
during her post partum time. According to Eva, one reason why women in her pueblo
don't rarely do the banos anymore is the poor quality of husbands nowadays.
The men of the past- the husbands of the past- they were more caring. They were
more responsible, because they took care of their wives. The men prepared the
banos themselves. It wasn't necessary to deliver with a partera because- well,
my grandparents told me that my grandfather attended to my grandmother when
their children were bom. He attended to her. He cut the umbilical cord of the
baby, he washed it, he helped his wife wash and get dressed.
Eva contrasts the men of the past with the men of the present, whom she finds extremely
inadequate.
Nowadays, the woman goes alone to the doctor. She leaves the hospital alone.
No one cares for her. You see, [men] no longer have this responsibility that the
ancestors had- young men nowadays, they don't. Nowadays it's hard. But yes, in
the past it was very nice because the husbands took good care of their wives. And
nowadays, no more- now it's hard to Hnd a man like that! [laughs] It's hard. I tell
you! But what can you do? Weil, [laughs] men are bom like that, irresponsible!
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Some women's comments suggest that post partum- related illness could function
partially as an "idiom of distress," indexing an inconsiderate husband. As an idiom of
distress, a woman's complaint of a particular symptom or set of symptoms indexes a
social or interpersonal problem—in this case a troubled marital relationship, specifically,
a neglectful husband. Celestina (age 60)—a witty, bright-eyed curandera who was
frequently cracking jokes—associated the illness latido with an unpleasant husband.
A woman gets latido because of anger [coraje\, because of a fright [espanto].
You see, if our husband is good, if he doesn't get angry, and doesn't demand to be
fed immediately, while you're lying down- if suddenly you have to get up to give
him food, well, that's why a woman gets sick.
Luckily, Celestina's husband is a very sweet, soft-spoken man. He sat next to us in the
interview, during which time it became clear that Celestina was the boss. She ran the
show as he sat in the background agreeing with whatever she said. He started to explain
the chores he took over during her post partum period as she was recovering. "I made
the salsa...," he began, and she interrupted him, drowning his voice out as he shyly
nodded.
He would wash his hands well, light the hearth fire, the firewood, [make the]
coffee, cook a piece of dried meat- since salsa would have killed me^^ ... Yes,
yes, he made the salsa, made the coffee- he didn't make the tortillas, but I made
the tortillas since there was no tortilla shop or mill- or my sister-in-law would
make the tortillas.
Like Lupe, Celestina felt that a husband's considerate help during the post partum period
was a symbol of a good husband. The fact that they have not suffered from post partumrelated illnesses is a further indication that they were lovingly supported after childbirth.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, salsa is considered a "cold" food, and therefore dangerous for post partum
women.
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CHAPTER 4; 'THE DOCTORS AREN'T ACCUSTOMED TO THE BANO": THE
HOSPITAL UNIVERSE MEETS THE LOCAL WOMEN'S UNIVERSE
How do women's conceptualizations of their post partum health interact with the
understandings of biomedical hospital and clinic staff? Where are the boundaries
between home and hospital care? In which ways do grandmothers' advice and doctors'
recommendations reinforce or conflict with each other? How do women negotiate the
interaction of the hospital realm and the home realm?
"Biomedicine" is far from a single entity with one face. Each medical practitioner
and outreach facilitator has his or her own background. I have noticed that some, having
come from the Mixteca, are familiar with and sympathetic to local women's concerns. I
have observed other practitioners from the Mixteca who act in an authoritative and
condescending way to their patients. Likewise, some of the medical practitioners who
were raised elsewhere in Mexico are curious about and interested in local practices, while
others disregard them as obstacles to optimal medical care. Bearing in mind the many
faces of biomedicine, the focal point of this chapter is the women's point of view,
expressed through stories about their experiences in the hospitals and their interactions
with medical staff members.

Overlapping Ideas about Post Partum Vulnerability
In some areas, women's ideas and medical staffs ideas apparently overlapped. In
general, the food served at the hospital was acceptable to the women, similar to the kinds
of food they were served at home after childbirth. Hot quality foods like cinnamon tea
and chicken soup, and inoffensive foods like toast were served. Once home, their
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families continued giving them soup and teas, while avoiding cold quality foods like
green salsa and pork. Once home, many ate atole—fine commeal mixed with sugar,
cinnamon, cloves, and milk or hot water— which makes the breast milk thicker and more
filling. Women who had had cesarian sections said that the doctors instructed them not to
eat pork because it could cause infections, advice which corresponded to their mothers'
and grandmothers'. Doctors also instructed women who had had cesarians to rest for
fifteen days, and not lift anything heavy—recommendations which most women could
easily incorporate into their cuarentena rest.
Women said that for vaginal deliveries, doctors and nurses gave little or no advice
about caring for their bodies. They reported that biomedical post partum care largely
consisted of giving vitamins and cans of powdered milk for the mother to drink to stay
nourished as she breastfed. Doctors seemed primarily concerned with the health of the
baby.^^ During the delivery, women usually received an IV (suero)— which gave their
bodies strength ifiierza). Several women implied that the vitamins and IV made their
post partum period a less vulnerable time, with faster recovery, and therefore, they were
less concerned with following the local practices.
Doctors recommended fajas for the post partum women—another recommendation
that overlapped in some ways with their grandmothers'. The fajas that the doctors
recommended, however, were girdles made of elastic, commercially produced, and sold
in stores along Huajuapan's main street, whereas the grandmothers' fajas were thin

^ When I talked with medical staff from the Seguro hospital, they emphasized that one of their main
concerns for post partum women was nutrition. The Seguro hospital has education programs, with the goal
of promoting maternal, fetal, and infant and toddler health through regular talks at the hospital and in local
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cotton strips that they tied around the waist (also called cenidores). The need to wear a
commercial elastic faja fit well into women's ideas about "closing" the body and keeping
heat inside. Women said that the commercial fajas helped support the belly, waist, and
hips, protecting them while lifting things, and helping the belly shrink back to pre
pregnancy size. The grandmothers' motives for wearing the traditional cotton fajas or
cenidores had more to do with keeping the latido in its proper place—an idea which I
will discuss in depth in the next section.

Risen Latido
In interviews with clinic nurses, curanderas, and local women, the locally-constructed
illness latido or latido subido [literally, "risen pulse"] was sometimes used synonymously
with the biomedical illness "high blood pressure" [presion]. A common statement was:
"Here we call it latido, and the doctors call it presion—but it's the same thing." Latido is
a condition that could occur for various reasons, one being if a woman doesn't care for
herself during the cuarentena. It is can be cured by a ciirandera; in fact, latido is a
specialty of many curanderas in the

The symptoms of latido subido are headache,

dizziness, and nausea; cures involve moving the latido—which has risen or wandered—
back to its proper place in the center of the belly.
Women's discussions of latido made me wonder if people complaining about high
blood pressure [presion] to doctors are stating what they believe is the biomedical

communities. "Grupo de Solidaridad" is one such program, which emphasizes nutrition and breast
feeding, and covers family planning and sexually transmitted diseases.
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equivalent of latido. If so, presion may index a number of negative social and
pyschological situations, including anger, troubled or abusive marital relations, poverty,
and malnourishment. I think that a useful area of further study would be how women use
the concepts of latido and presion in different situations. Do women treat biomedically
diagnosed high blood pressure with local cures for latido"} Do they complement their
doctor-prescribed medication with curandera's treatments? Do they use high blood
pressure medication to treat their latidoi^^
In my interviews, older women, in particular, seemed to bring up latido. Paula (age
70) showed me the thin strip of cotton cloth around her belly, and explained that she
began wearing it after she gave birth to her First child.
After I gave birth I tied myself [me amarrare], because the latido moves, they
say. That's why it's necessary to tie oneself here, so that the latido doesn't move
around.
Women described symptoms of latido— which corresponded to symptoms of not tying
themselves with a faja— as headaches and dizziness. Paula said:
Who knows about others, but me, when I don't tie myself, I feel like I'm
spinning. I don't feel well. I feel bad.
Paula explained that when a person has latido.
Other local specialties include mal de ojo ["evil eye"l. espanto ["fright"], mat aire ["evil air"l, nioliera
caida ["fallen fontanelle"], empacho [a gastrointestinal ailment], bone and muscle aches, and skin
problems.
* The use of the term latido differs from region to region, and even pueblo to pueblo. The entry given for
latido in the Diccionario Enciclopedico de la Medicina Tradicional de Mexico (1994) reports that latido is
"primarily related to quantity, schedule, and quality of meals in some regions; susto among Yaquis; Estado
de Mexico: coraje [anger], heavy lifting, not caring for self after childbirth; Guerrero and Yucatan:
entrance of aire-, Puebia: excess of alcohol. Lack of appetite, stomach ache, "hard stomach." weight loss,
weakness, vomiting, diarrhea, headache... From a medical point of view, the latido... is the palpitation of
the abdominal aorta, which, in very thin people, can be felt by a palpitation. In accordance with the
etiology and symptomology referred to, two possible medical equivalences have been established. The
most accepted refers to a syndrome of malnutrition.... The second possibility suggests a digestive disorder,
in particular, parasitosis." (1994:527-529)
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their head hurts, they don't feel like eating, or anything. [So] they get pressure
massages and also enter the bono [de temazcal], and that's how they get better.
As Paula explains, the treatment for latido is for the curandera to press points on the
neck, upper back, head, stomach, and other areas. Several curanderas told me that
another way to cure latido was to wrap a shawl tightly around the patient, and pull hard in
opposite directions to make it tight. Banos de temazcal are also a way to cure latido;
inside the bano, the curandera presses on specific placees on the woman's body.
Paula said that the post partum woman's latido must be cooked in the bano. She
commented that when people see pale, sickly women,
they say that [these women] didn't do the baiio. They say that their latido hasn't
been cooked, because they didn't bathe in the bano. Their latido is raw...
because of this, it does them harm. And then, there are others who didn't get
harmed- there they are, and well, if they didn't do the banos. well, it doesn't
matter.
Julia (age 40) explained why older women wear fajas or cenidores around their waists.
One part of the stomach is the latido. Push it [demonstrating.] They [the old
women] say that if they walk around without this faja- this cenidor- that their
latido will jump and move around their body. It goes out of its place and the
woman feels really bad. Nausea, head ache, pain in the stomach that feels like an
infection, cramps. So to cure her, she is pressed all over her body. It [the latido]
is retrieved and situated in its place, which is the belly button. That's why they
[the old women] tie themselves with cenidores.
When I ask Julia what causes latido, she replies:
Poor nutrition, especially out in the country, not enough food, worries in the
family, a lot of work. And people worry- they want to finish all this work,
everything builds up, and that's why the latido moves around everywhere. The
doctors don't acknowledge it that way. The doctors call it- they say that it is
blood pressure \presi6h\. That is, a person has high pressure or low pressure, but
us- the people of the pueblo- they call it latido, no? It appears that they are
di^erent, but the doctor says no, that it's the same.
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After Julia and her sister, Mercedes (age 43), discuss the relation of latido to not caring
for oneself after giving birth, they conclude that yes, they are related. Mercedes adds that
in addition to latido being caused by a hard life of built of hardships,
latido is also when someone has just given birth and hasn't done the bano, and
they have to be pressed on, tied with a faja, [the latido] must be lowered so that
they feel good... because the woman is weak [after childbirthl. That's why they
bathe us with herbs after we give birth. But if they don't do all those things to
you, well, the consequences come. My mother took very good care of herself,
and even though she had a lot of children, she never had problems.
Rosa (age 54) explains that with latido problems, "you feel dizzy and nauseous. Then
[the latido] jumps, and it hurts us." There are people who die from a risen latido, she
warns solemnly, if the latido doesn't lower.
Not all older women believed that preventing latido by wearing a faja is a concern; in
fact, some women knew very little about latido, and some showed confusion about the
topic. Lupe (age 79) did not use a faja because she felt that it dug into her waist and
constricted her; she was unsure what the purpose of a faja was. Her daughter, Gude, said
she thought fajas were for blood pressure [presion], and made a reference to a neighbor
who had it. When I mentioned that the curandera I'd visited that afternoon had told me
that latido and presion were the same, Gude disagreed, while Lupe shrugged and said,
"Who knows."
Amelia (age 80) has worn a cenidor ever since the birth of her first child. When I
asked her why she wears it, she responded.
So that my latido doesn't rise. Because the latido rises, they say, when a woman
doesn't wear a faja. They say that about the latido- with presion- presion is
latido- they say. That's why we're accustomed to it [wearing cenidores.]
When I asked what happens if a person has presion, Amelia replied.
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Well, us, there [in the pueblo], we call it latido, but it's not latido, it's presion.
Headache, dizziness, that's what the latido does, they say.
Like other women I talked with, Amelia demonstrated how a risen latido is cured by
pressing with fingers on her head and neck, near the pulse points.
Older women who wear fajas said they felt more secure with it on—they wear them
all the time, beginning with the birth of their first child. Normally this string is hidden
from view, as it lays right against the skin. As Julia's comments showed, younger
women often spoke of older women's cenidores as tokens that make them feel secure and
safe."*^

Resistance and Accomodation
Most women who gave birth in the past twenty years have gone to hospitals, clinics,
or private doctors to give birth. In the pueblos in my study, the decision of whether to
give birth with a midwife or doctor is no longer a major question now. A shift to
biomedical births occurred two to three decades ago in this area, according to the women
I spoke with. Women considered delivery to now be in the realm of the hospital or
clinics, whereas post partum care— once home from the hospital— belonged in the realm
of the home and family. Most felt that this division was implicitly understood by the
doctors as well. This idea— that there are certain practices that belong to the realm of the
hospital and others that belong in the realm of home— surfaced repeatedly. For the most

See Elizabeth Cartwright (1998) for an interesting discussion of fajas and coraje among Amuzgo women
of Oaxaca.
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part, each realm remained relatively separate, and women accommodated to biomedical
practices when inside the hospital.
Mercedes (age 43) recalled that when her contractions began, her mother bathed her in
very hot water with the herb yerba santa. Her mother then gave her hot chocolate
steeped in the herb ruda, to make the delivery go faster and smoother. Only after these
home preparations did Mercedes go to the hospital.
Curanderas and parteras in the Mixteca now seem relegated to performing prenatal
treatments such as massages to reposition the baby, and post partum treatments such as
banos de temazcal. Celestina (age 60), a former partera, said:
Now there are only doctors. They [women] go to give birth only with doctors.
But if their legs hurt, their feet, then they come to me for a massage.
Celestina no longer assists women giving birth because she feels that if the woman were
to die from complications, she would be blamed, and her reputation tainted.
Some women— mainly the ones of the older generation— felt that since they were
raised with the local remedies associated with home and curanderas, their bodies were
accustomed to treatments like the temazcal and herbal teas. Their bodies would not fit
well with the ways of hospitals and clinical doctors. Celestina said:
They [banos de temazcal] do good things because they cook our bodies, and you
feel relief, as though you've gone to the doctor. But the doctor, there are times
when he gives us good medicine, and there are times when he doesn't. You see,
for me, since my mother raised me with only poor medicines, I gave birth at
home.
Celestina implied that since she was used to poor medicines (jnedicina pobre), her body
was more suited to give birth at home, to be healed with banos, rather than with a
doctor's treatments. Her body was affected by the herbal medicines she grew up with.
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and might not react well with the doctor's medicines. The set of practices and ideologies
she was raised with are entirely different from—and somewhat incompatible with— those
of the contemporary world.
Several younger women, too, felt some degree of discomfort with their hospital
delivery and the care they received immediately afterwards, in the hospital. Some
women felt that the hospital procedures had caused them health problems later on.
Unlike many local women, doctors do not consider objects like needles to be inherently
"cold" and therefore, harmful during vulnerable times. Claudia (age 25) spoke of the
back pain she suffered after an epidural she received in her back. She recovered from the
pain with banos de temazcal; whenever she feels this pain recur, she does another bano,
and feels better.
For the most recent child... they put the anesthesia in my back— that's the only
place that sometimes hurts me. Yes, it hurts us—because when a lot of cold
enters it hurts our bones.
Some women associate hospital births with coldness and exposure: needles, cesarian
sections, "knives" that open your body and allow cold air to enter and become lodged
inside. Conversely, women associate home care with the temazcal, warm foods, and
loving support. Paula (age 70) said.
There are some [women] who aren't accustomed to the bano [de temazcal]—
there are some who go to the hospital, and that's it.
Paula's daughter. Azalea, spoke of an intestinal operation she had which let cold air enter
her body and made her feel sensitive to coldness years afterwards. Teresa (age 40)
described the dangers of giving birth in the hospital: the woman lies down with her legs
spread, allowing the coldness to enter her vagina, and stay in her womb.
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Doctors are not as concerned with avoiding coldness and introducing heat during the
post partum period as the women are, and give no special instructions of what
temperature water to bathe in. For the women, the doctors' lack of concern poses little
problem, as they normally leave the hospital within a day or two, and spend the post
partum period at home. In general, only during the short stay at the hospital does any
discomfort over doctors' lack of concern over coldness emerge. Eva (age 41) gave birth
to her second child at home with a partera, both because she was curious, and because
home births were less expensive. Contrasting the two experiences, she observed that in
the hospital there was more danger of cold entering her body, because she was sent to
bathe in only luke-warm water."*®
Women generally accommodated to doctors' demands to refrain from the banos de
temazcal shortly after difficult deliveries, or cesarean sections, although only to a point."*'
Because Claudia's (age 25) fifth child was a cesarean delivery, she wasn't able to begin
her series of banos de temazcal on the third day after the delivery, as she was accustomed
to. After her cesarean section the doctor gave her medicine to take for fifteen days. She
acknowledged.
The bano doesn't go well with these medicines. When you enter the bano, you
can't be getting shots [inyecciones] or taking medicine because that can harm you.

^ In some situations, medical staff consider women's preoccupations over heat and coldness problematic.
One of the outreach nurses at the local Seguro hospital told me that one of her goals, as an educator, is to
eliminate "false beliefs" regarding how sudden or extreme heat or cold affects breastmilk. She reported
that some women believe that working in the fields in the hot sun heats up the breastmilk. making it
potentially dangerous for the baby. There also exists the belief, she said, that wind makes the milk cold,
and therefore harmful to the baby.
The bano's moisture, the potential for dirt infecting the incision, and the possible contraindications of
intense heat with particular medications are some of the doctors' concerns. The medical staff who I spoke
with did not consider the banos to be a problem after normal deliveries, under most circumstances. They
did not know much about the banos, and were interested in learning more about them.
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Claudia is part of an extremely poor, marginalized extended fanuly in Acatlima who
are accustomed to doing banos de temazcal quite frequently— several times a week
sometimes. Her great aunt Josefina had been giving banos for years, and gave them to
neighbors in Acatlima; at least weekly, she gave a bano to all the women in her family.
The women I spoke with from this family expressed more conflicts with medical staff
than other women I interviewed.
After her cesarian section, Claudia's doctors forbade her to take the banos; however,
she did them anyway, and her infection cleared up.
My incision got infected, and I went to the Seguro [hospital] again. And they had
to open the wound again, and I had to go back to the Seguro every three days for
them to clean it out. It hurt a lot, it hurt a whole lot! And I left, and I came here
in the house where I was living. When I entered the bano it [the infected incision]
healed, with just the steam.
Claudia feels that she did the right thing in doing the bano de temazcal despite her
doctor's orders not to. Claudia said.
We do the banos because it's our own custom, but not the doctors'. The doctors,
on the contrary, sometimes don't [recommend it]- because sometimes they say
that dirt could enter [the incision], and because it [the bano] makes you weak.
She understands the situation in terms of what her body is used to, versus what the
doctors' bodies are used to. "The thing is, the doctors aren't accustomed to the bano"
she maintains. In fact, Claudia feels somewhat indignant and resentful of the medical
staffs attempts to control what she does in her home and pueblo.
There are times when we feel that a bono would do us a lot of good, so we bathe.
The doctors don't watch over us all the way here [in our homes]!
Several women spoke highly of the efficacy of herbal medicines and cures for their
bodies, when doctors' remedies have failed or even exacerbated the problem.
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The Seguro hospital's outreach programs in health education challenge the
boundaries between home and hospital healing practices. Carla—a relative of Claudiafelt that the women in her pueblo, Acatiima, are coerced into attending hospital outreach
talks. The talks, which take place in the pueblo, concern mainly prenatal, maternal,
infant, and child health and nutrition. The women said that they were essentially required
to go to these clinic sessions.^" If they didn't have proof of attending the talks (a card
with stamps on it) when they went to the hospital to deliver their next baby, the nurses
would admonish them and treat them poorly. Claudia said.
They [the medical staff] treat us well in the hospital because they give us food,
bathe us—and we don't pay. Since we go to the talks- with this card that they
give us, they treat us well. They ask us if we go to the talks, and if not, the nurses
get angry... that's why we go to the talks, because if not they get angry.
Although the outreach program was certainly motivated by good intentions, and provided
valuable information, some women perceived it as a coercive invasion of the home realm.

Knowledge, Power, and Authority
Cross-cultural research on birthing practices raises the issue of authoritative
knowledge, in which one form of knowledge is given legitimacy over a number of other
forms (Jordan 1993; Sesia-Lewis 1996; Whittaker 1999). Biomedical knowledge has
become a dominant form of knowledge, a form of "cultural capital" which reproduces
unequal power relations. The women in my study qualified their form of knowledge as

A Seguro nurse in the health education program "Grupo de Solidaridad' explained to me that although
the women are not enrolled in Seguro. they do not have to pay for their prenatal check-ups and deliveries,
on the condition that they go to these outreach talks. Attendance at the talks is considered "payment" for
the hospital's services. A primary goal of the talks is to decrease maternal, fetal, and infant morbidity,
while promoting good nutrition.
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local, appropriate for local bodies— knowledge acquired from their mothers or
grandmothers, and associated with the past and the pueblo.
In Andrea Whittaker's study of birthing in Thailand, she writes: "In their movement
between the village and the hospital, women also move between different interpretive
models of health and illness and different relations of power" (Whittaker 1999:225). The
realm of hospital and pueblo represent different ''social territories," which are associated
with different systems of knowledge, practice, and power relations (Fiedler 1996;
Whittaker 1999). Uniforms, terms of address, and body language are ways that power
inequalities are expressed in interactions between medical staff and local women. This
power inequality and the awareness of authoritative knowledge exist in the Mixteca, as
well. Women deal with the situation by resisting and accommodating in different ways.
Mixtec women also associated local knowledge and grandmother's practices with the
home, whereas doctor's knowledge was associated with the hospital. For the most part,
there did not seem to be many explicit conflicts, since each form of knowledge belonged
to a specific realm. Women considered their local knowledge as specific to time and
place, and continually reiterated that they were speaking from their own experience,
unique to their pueblo and family. They qualified their comments with, "What my
grandmother told me is this..." or "My mother says..." or "the elder people of my
pueblo say that..." They did not generalize the experiences of women as a category, and
their use of "we" referred to particular situations— their generation, their pueblo, or their
family. They seemed to try not to invalidate other people's experiences, knowledge, or
ways of doing things.
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Women resisted giving general rules about post partum care. They went for banos
when they felt they needed them—or when their mothers or grandmothers advised them
to. When I asked questions like: "How often?" or "How many times?" the response was
usually; "As one wishes," "As long as she can bear the heat," or, "It depends on the
woman." This flexibility and emphasis on the variable needs and experience of the
individual woman came up in Paola Sesia-Lewis' study of midwifery in the Isthmus
region of Oaxaca. The title of her article reflects the midwives' philosophy of treatment:
"Women come here on their own when they need to" (Sesia-Lewis 1996:133). Whereas
doctors and nurses in the Mixteca tended to have strict rules of how often to take a
medicine or how often a wound must be cleaned, the women resisted by highlighting
each woman's individuality. Women felt that doctors' recommendations may not fit with
their own customs and habits; doctors' recommendations may be more appropriate for the
doctors' own constitution and lifestyle.
By qualifying their comments with, "The old people say that..." or 'The doctors say
that...," women were resisting one form of knowledge as authoritative or universal, and
emphasizing the contextual nature of knowledge. Multiple ideologies existed, which
were often associated with place— such as the pueblo, the city, or the hospital. Women
seemed to acconmiodate the ideology of that place— for example, doing banos in the
pueblo but not in Mexico City. Nevertheless, some conflicts arose between caring for
themselves according to the ways of their pueblo, versus their current lifestyles. And
even when the younger women appeared to be healthy without doing the practices, they
feared that illness may be lurking, latent, waiting to appear when they are older.
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Paola Sesia-Lewis' study contrasts rural Oaxacan hospitals' concept of hierarchical
and authoritative knowledge with the midwife's relationship to her patient, which "tends
to be much more egalitarian in gestures, words, actions, and the process of decision
making than the provider-patient relationship of bio-obstetrics" (Sesia-Lewis 1996:133).
The midwife did not turn the woman into a passive subject, as biomedical practitioners
tended to do.
Since the biomedical community seems less concerned with the post partum period,
there is a space for women to continue several of the local home-based practices of their
grandmothers, without the gaze of the doctors upon them. Doctors and nurses give few
recommendations and little advice for post partum health after normal deliveries, which
leaves the authority in the hands of the woman, her mother, and grandmother. This is
similar to the situation that Andrea Whittaker found in Thailand: "The persistence of
local modes of care during the postpartum period not only underlines the continued
influence and authority of older female kin, but constitutes a form of defense of local
practice against the hegemony of Western medical discourse." (Whittaker 1999: 230).
Post partum practices are a way that women's local identity is strengthened, despite the
tentacles of authoritative biomedical knowledge that reach into other areas of their lives.
While considering theoretical perspectives regarding power, knowledge, and identity,
I think it is important to remember that women's post partum health is experienced
through their bodies—which literally feel hot or cold, opened or closed, cooked or raw.
Transformations in lifestyle— including practical constraints of migration, work, and
school—have made it necessary for women to draw on multiple sources of knowledge in
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making sense of reproductive events, feelings of vulnerability, social and family
relations, and identity.
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CHAPTER 5: "HERE IN THE PUEBLO IT'S DIFFERENT": HOW PLACE,
GENERATION, AND HABITS SHAPE IDENTITY
During the interviews, it became clear that women saw bodies as differing from
woman to woman, depending on which generation the woman belonged to, what kind of
work, food, and lifestyle she was accustomed to, and where she lived. Women refused to
collectivize or universalize their bodies, and emphasized that each body had particular
needs, and differing kinds of vulnerability.

The Importance of Place
Women often made the distinction between bodies from rural areas and urban ones.
Celestina (age 60) told me that her daughter-in-law does not do the bafios de temazcal
because she follows "the style of Mexico City." When I asked if women in Mexico City
suffered from poor health because they didn't do the post partum practices, Celestina
replied that since women have a different set of habits and customs there, their bodies
might not require the banos that women in her pueblo require. Celestina does not give
bafios to her daughters-in-law "because they live in Mexico City and they're not
accustomed to it." (She does, however, give bafios to her daughters when they come
from the city to visit, to help alleviate "the ache in their bones.") When I asked whether
not doing the bafios has harmed her daughters-in-law's bodies, she replied:
No, it doesn't harm them, who knows why. For them it's all right because they
are really fat."*^ They aren't accustomed to it here [this pueblo], because two are
Although robust bodies are still considered healthy in the Mixteca. this aesthetic is beginning to change
among younger people. Older people, however, see a protective layer of body fat as a sign of health.
During our interview, Celestina told me, laughing, "It feels really wonderfiil, this bono. Come when you
have a child so that you fatten up a lot- because before, I used to be sidnny like you, but now I'm pretty fat!
[laughs]"
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from Mexico City, another is from here, but she also took on the same style of
Mexico City. They don't bathe in the bano [de temazcalj. They only- when they
give birth- they only bathe in water with herbs. But since nowadays they aren't
having children anymore- each one only had three children... [shrugs]
LR: So doing the banos helps you have more children?
CELESTINA: Yes, because the body heats up. But now, since they don't want
any more [children] they don't do the banos anymore.
Many women associate the pueblo (where older generations still live) with caring for
oneself properly during the cuarentena, while the more urban town of Huajuapan is
associated with caring for oneself somewhat less. And Mexico City is often the epitome
of not caring for oneself at all. After the birth of her first child, Julia (age 40) spent her
cuarentena in the pueblo Tezoatlan, where her mother took care of her. After her second
child, she stayed in Huajuapan to recover, and her mother came there to care for her.
When Julia told the story of how she didn't care for herself properly after her second
child, she associated being away from the pueblo with not caring for herself properly.
She walked downtown to buy a crib and became stuck in a storm, resulting in chronic
coldness-related back pain.
Julia's sister, Mercedes (age 43), lived for several years with her husband's family in
Tehuacan, Puebla. Mercedes recalled;
I gave birth in Tehuacan, and they don't have the bano de cocimiento there, so my
mother brought me all the herbs from here [the Mixteca]. She bathed me there,
after all three of my children. There in Tehuacan they [the women] are not
accustomed to this. There they give birth and the next day they are already
working. But- [hesitates]- how can I put this? [hesitates] Well, they don't recover
well.
Rosa's (age 54) daughter-in-law—Sofia (age 21)— did a bano de cocimiento, since she
lived in Huajuapan, only a twenty-minute drive from Rosa's pueblo. But her other
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daughter-in-law, who lives in the town of Tehuacan, did not. When I asked why this
daughter-in-law didn't do the bafio, Rosa said simply and self-explanatorily, "Because
she lived apart."
Migrating far away to Mexico City (a seven hour bus trip now, a several-day-trip in
the past), far from a mother or mother-in-law, can be a scary and lonely experience.
Esmeralda (age 65) gave birth without social or family support, in Mexico City, where
her husband had brought her, then deserted her. She gave birth in the hospital, where
they had her bathe in cold water. Two days later, they "threw her outside," at which time
she had immediately begin working again to support herself and her child. Because of
not being able to care for herself properly, she has problems with her vision, she said.
Her head hurts and she has nervios ["nerves"]. Like many women, she associated not
being able to take care of herself—and lacking conununity support— with place.
specifically, living far from the Mixteca.
Here in the pueblo [Huajuapan], it's different. Here women do the banos. Here
they attend to you at home, with toasted tortillas and atole [commeal drink].
Commenting on the "fend-for-yourself' way of life in Mexico City. Esmeralda
recalled that after the delivery,
I began to work. I carried my baby on my back and I was selling things there in
Mexico [City]. But here [in Huajuapan], it's not like that. Because here, even
though the people are poor, they are cared for, and when they come to do a bono
here, we bathe them with herbs and everything.
Although Esmeralda spoke in the present, she is referring to the customs of the pueblo
from when she was younger, the "pueblo" and "past" seem synonymous in her narrative.
Claudia says that in her native pueblo in the High Mixteca, people depended on banos de
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temazcal to quickly and recover from childbirth to begin working again, especially in the
past.
My mother—just banos, just banosi There in the pueblo, they give birth, and
then they grind com and make tortillas. There in the pueblo it was harder because
they ground with a metate [grindstone]... and the third day [after the delivery],
they were walking around in the hills! [emphasis added]
In response to my question about what happens if women don't do the bafio de temazcal
during the cuarentena, Claudia replied (using "us" and "we" to refer to the women of her
family and her native pueblo):
Well, for many women, nothing happens, because many women aren't
accustomed to the bono, but for us, it does. For us, if we don't enter the bano, we
could receive a chill, or when we walk, we could bleed a lot, a whole lot- and with
the bano we recover very quickly. We recover very quickly with the bafio!
It is important to remember that customs, habits, and activities—working, eating,
studying, sleeping, bathing— are tied to locations. Women from the city might eat
different foods—like packaged tortillas and canned food. They might not make tortillas
or do the same kinds of chores as they do in the pueblo. They might have jobs outside of
the home, go out, have hot water and indoor plumbing. Place indexes not only a set of
practices and values, but also a particular ideas about one's body and identity.

Identity and Place
I noticed when I lived in Huajuapan that people rarely, if ever, said "I am Mixteco" or
"I am Triqui" and never "I am indigenous or Indian." Instead, as an indicator of their
social identity, they told me the name of their native pueblo. In the Mixteca, identity is
linked not only to particular regions, but to specific pueblos. Like other regions in
southern Mexico, violent land disputes exist between certain Mixtec pueblos. It is not
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uncommon to hear people speak of neighboring puebtos with hostility, related to land
conflicts and political party affiliations.
The distinction of the pueblo as an entity with a unique set of practices and values was
evident in how women qualified their comments about post partum practices and health:
"In my pueblo this is what we do..." Some women expressed the varying vulnerabilities
of bodies in terms of space: "Here we don't have that illness" or, 'There in Mexico City
that illness does not exist." Similarly, in Nepalese villages, when a person suffers an
illness related to a particular ghost-attack, the illness affirms their identity as a member of
their village (Pigg 1989). Pigg concludes that "explanations of illness map and re-map
locality and construct it socially." Among Mixtec women, suffering from particular
illnesses reinforced their identities as belonging to their native pueblos.
In the next section, I discuss another aspect of identity; how certain illnesses reinforce
identification with particular generations. Illnesses like mocaxani were diseases "of the
past" that no longer exist; women who have suffered from such illnesses belong to the
generation of the grandmothers.

Identity and Generation
Women spoke of old and young generations as having different bodies and different
vulnerabilities. Women's bodies "nowadays" are less vulnerable to deaths related to post
partum complications. Their nutrition is better, and medicines and vitamins increase their
strength and reduce serious sickness. Some women nowadays do not follow the
cuarentena practices, yet they appear healthy. On the other hand, the bodies of women
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"of the past" were tough and endured much hardship. They had only herbal remedies, no
access to doctors and hospitals, no hot water heaters, no car or truck or bus transportation,
no access to education. They ate meals with little or no meat, and many wild greens;
they often had nearly a dozen children, some of whom died as babies; they had few legal
rights as women; they had never gone to a disco or worn mini skirts. Their activities and
habits created tough bodies— bodies that could withstand— and needed— the extreme heat
of a series of fifteen bafios de temazcal.
The younger generations spoke of the older generations with admiration and respect,
marveling at their ability to endure, and live to be healthy old women. Younger women
portrayed themselves as relative "wimps," unable to withstand the heat of the banos or
the hard work of their grandmothers' generation.
Women nowadays had bodies that were less vulnerable than the bodies of their
grandmothers had been as youths. Younger women's bodies were the product of an
easier world, and easier lifestyle; consequently, the post partum practices of older
generations might not be applicable to the younger ones. Older women generally viewed
changes in post partum practices as part of a larger package of social changes that were
largely beyond their control.
In Gertrude Eraser's study of African American women's narratives about the
disappearance of midwifery, she writes, "Informants believed that the body, the mind,
and the self had evolved or been altered from one generation to the next" (1995:53).
Women in Eraser's study said that home remedies were no longer effective because
women's bodies are different now. Midwifery and it rituals were pieces of an older way
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of life— "part of a moral and spiritual set of relationships among God, the midwife, the
pregnant woman, the family, and the community" (Fraser 1995:47). When other aspects
of life were changed, midwifery ceased to exist. Fraser discusses the older women as
constructing two parallel worlds—the world of the hospital and that of the midwives.
Women make sense of the two worlds, one of which has been replacing the other within
their lifetime—by conceiving of modem women's bodies as different. Modem bodies do
not require careful nursing back to health after childbirth; they tolerate medical
procedures and technology; they do not become ill when disregarding the mles their
grandmothers lived by; they eat any kind of food without getting sick.
While making these observations, the African-American women also suggested that
modem women may be getting "short-changed" by not having the post partum rest
period. The women in Eraser's study often ended conversations by concluding, "Women
[or children] are different nowadays" (Fraser 1995:51)—a sentiment that the Mixtec
women in my study expressed as well. As the women themselves emphasized,
transformations in reproductive health practices should be understood in the broader
context of social changes and "in the meanings given to former ways of being and
knowing" (Fraser 1995:53).
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"WHEN ONE IS OLD, WELL, THAT'S WHEN THE CONSEQUENCES
COME!": SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This thesis began with a sketch of women's universe in the Mixteca, detailing how
they conceptualize vulnerability and take protective measures during the post partum
period. This period is a vulnerable time, when women feel that their bodies are
particularly susceptible and "open" to coldness entering and causing immediate or future
illness. Discourse about bodies as "opened" or "closed," and "raw" or "cooked"— along
with their vivid bodily experience of these sensations— were themes in most of the
narratives.
Women believed that since every body is different, universal laws did not apply.
Nearly every woman emphasized that different individuals, families, and pueblos had
their own ways of caring for post partum women. Women consistently qualified their
stories and explanations with, "Here, in the pueblo, this is how we do it...," or, "I can
only speak from my own experience..." or, "My grandmother says..."
The idea of being "used to," or being "accustomed to" [estar acosmmbrada] surfaced
repeatedly within every narrative. There was the assumption that women's bodies need
certain things depending on the way they have been habitually treated in the past. "Being
accustomed to" a particular lifestyle is closely linked to the practices of one's mother and
grandmother, and the place where the woman was raised. These habits or customs
include the food a woman eats, her work habits, bathing habits, the remedies she uses—
along with how she was raised. Different bodies are able to "endure" or "bear"
[aguantar] disconifort differently, depending on what they have been accustomed to over
a lifetime. It could be dangerous for a body that is used to one way to be suddenly thrust
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into another way; a woman who was used to certain foods or a certain temperature of
bathing water would make herself vulnerable to illness by suddenly changing her habits.
In response to her feelings of vulnerability during the post partum period, women take
preventative and protective measures. All of the women I talked with emphasized the
role of coldness in making a person vulnerable, ill, and unhealthy-looking. As the
women's vividly descriptive narratives show, this is more than discourse; the coldness is
experienced as bodily sensations associated with unpleasant memories. In a sense,
memories lodge themselves— in the form of painful coldness— within the woman's
stomach, back, or hips.
Regardless of generation, Mixtec women emphasized the importance of restoring heat
to the post partum woman's body. They felt their bodies were "raw" after delivery, and
needed to be "cooked" with banos de temazcal, toro, or cocimiento. The intense heat and
hot-quality herbs would take out the coldness, make warmth enter, and encourage the
body to close properly, with the objective of preventing present and future suffering. Hot
banos cooked the breast milk as well, thereby preventing the breast-fed baby from
suffering from diarrhea, cramping, and irritability.
Several social, political, historical, and economic issues were embedded in women's
narratives. Women focused especially on transformations in gender and marital roles,
and perspectives on past and present. Women constructed a dichotomy between "the
past" and "the present" in discussing changing reproductive practices. Like the AfricanAmerican women in Gertrude Eraser's study, Mixtec women spoke of the changes with
mixed feelings. Fraser writes, "There was an ongoing dialectic between the acceptance
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of modernization and all it entailed and the assertion that 'things were better back then'"
(1995:49). Similarly, Mixtec women's portrayals of "the past" and "the present" were a
mixed bag of social, economic, and political commentaries on gender and power
relations.
On one hand, many Mixtec women expressed a deep respect for how things were in
the past—women were stronger then, self-reliant and knowledgeable about medicinal
herbs, brave endurers with ten children. On the other hand, women of all ages expressed
gratitude and relief for doctors, who have medicine for nearly any sickness, and
technology to solve nearly any childbirth-related problem. More women nowadays have
educations, careers, legal rights, better nutrition, and more services. In many ways,
women perceive themselves as less vulnerable nowadays, which is related to why they
take care of themselves less than their grandmothers.
Opinions about the significance of changing post partum practices were varied, as
illustrated in commentaries on women who have migrated to the city. Far from their
mother's and grandmothers' supervision, young women in urban areas did not care for
themselves after delivery as their grandmothers did—yet people noted that they survived
and were apparently healthy. "But wait until their older," some people said, "that's when
the problems come." Others simply shrugged, "Every woman is different," or, "She
adopted the ways of Mexico City, so she doesn't need to take care of herself the way we
do in the pueblo."
In discussing their post partum practices, it was almost inevitable that a woman would
bring up her relationships with her in-laws and husband, in order to explain why she did
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what she did. The narratives served as social commentaries on conflicts with sisters-inlaw, on neglectful husbands, or on a particularly devoted father-in-law.
Women have transformed the practices of their grandmothers to accommodate the
socio-economic changes in their lives. These transformations are brought into relief
when considered from a generational point of view, with I) the younger women having
given birth in a biomedical setting, 2) the nuddle-aged women having given birth to their
older children at home and their vouneer children in a biomedical setting, and 3) the older
women having given birth exclusively at home, attended by a midwife or family member.
For many young and middle-aged women, banos de cocimiento (baths with hot water
and herbs) have replaced the banos de temazcal or toro (steambaths with herbs) that the
grandmothers practiced. For the generation of younger women, some of those who have
indoor bathrooms with hot water simply made sure to take warm showers during the post
partum period to prevent coldness from entering their bodies. The forty-day rest period
{cuarentenai\ was sometimes cut to twenty, or fifteen days, during which time the woman
took vitamins or enriched milk powder to gain strength (fiierza).
The local women's realm interacted with the realm of hospitals, clinics, doctors,
nurses, and medical outreach programs in a variety of ways. Women took doctors'
advice, as well as mothers and grandmothers' advice, and reported relatively few
conflicts. The medical staffs advice was more geared toward the baby's health than
toward the mother's recovery (except in the case of cesarian, where recommendations for
rest and avoidance of heavy lifting dove-tailed with grandmothers' advice). And once the
post partum woman arrived back home, she returned to the domain of her mother and
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grandmothers, who gave her chicken soup, atole (commeal drink), and cinnamon tea to
heat up her body and produce high quality milk for the baby.
Although the women I talked with were generally appreciative of hospital and doctor
care, several women resisted the "gaze" of the doctors in their homes. These women
saw post partum care as the responsibility of the family, located in the space of the
pueblo, whereas the actual delivery— in the space of the hospital— was the responsibility
of the doctors. These were not only contrasting physical spaces, but contrasting forms of
knowledge and practice, involving unequal power relations. Some women felt that the
biomedical form of knowledge did not apply to the local bodies and habits. The
knowledge of the pueblo, on the other hand, was a personal, practical knowledge, tailored
to local bodies. Local practices take into consideration the idea that each woman has her
own set of habits and customs, which shape her individual body's needs.
In resistance to the universalizing tendencies characteristic of authoritative scientific
knowledge, the women I talked with refused to be collectivized. They qualified their
experiences and knowledge with, the disclaimer that this is how thev did it - in
accordance with the ways of their mother, their grandmother, their pueblo.
At times, when I tried to elicit how an informant thought a woman should ideally care
for herself after giving birth, a frequent answer was, "As many times as the woman
wants" or, "As long as she can stand it" or, "It depends on the woman."
In response to my questions about how many times a woman does/did a bano after
delivery, Paula (age 70) said, "They take three banos- the women who want to. and as for
those who don't want to, each one does what she feels like." Lupe (age 79) replied.
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"According to what the woman wanted. If she wanted one every day, then every day, if
not, every other day, like that." These findings support Paola Sesia-Lewis' work in the
Isthmus region of Oaxaca, in which the relationship between parteras and patients was
flexible, respectful, and gave priority to the feelings and preferences of the patient (1996).
Women felt that the dangers of the post partum time were largely bodily problems,
and very few women mentioned "emotional" or "mental" distress, or classic Western
symptoms of "post partum depression." The post partum period is "culturally
produced," experienced and expressed in terms of Mixtec values and ideas about
vulnerability, gender, and social relations.^
Specific post partum practices related to place, generation, and identity. The Mixtec
women in my study talked about the changing practices in a way similar to how AfricanAmerican women in a Southern US community talk about the disappearance of
midwifery and herbal remedies (Fraser 1995). Fraser writes, "[Informants] do not
invalidate past methods; rather, they metaphorically render them obsolete by reference to
the difference in the kinds of bodies being produced" (Fraser 1995:50). In contemporary
times, for both the African-American women and the Mixtec women, most aspects of
life— food, economy, labor, spirituality, morality, place of residence—have changed
drastically from fifty years ago, and women's bodies have changed accordingly. In
general, women did not discredit the knowledge and practice of members of other
generations; instead, they emphasized that different generations had different habits, and
therefore, different bodies. Yet, echoing their ambivalence about their changing world.

** See Lock 1993 for a discussion of locally understood biologies and life course events.
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women expressed the nagging concern that by neglecting the needs of their bodies
immediately after childbirth, "years later, the consequences will come."
In this thesis I have tried to give a sketch of Mixtec women's ideas about what is
happening in their bodies after childbirth. Women feel that this post partum period is a
vital window of time that affects their future health—a belief that has consequences for
their psychological states and treatment-seeking behavior. I hope that this thesis has laid
groundwork for future research on diverse topics including women's ideas about "risen
latido" and blood pressure; women's perception of the health consequences of factory
wage work; the social, psychological, and physical effects of urban migration on women;
the relationship between shifting gender roles and health practices; the changing role of
midwives; and a close examination of the health benefits and risks of post partum banos
and other practices. Finally, I hope that the conclusions of this study will help health
educators and practitioners work with the women they serve in a respectful, culturally
sensitive way.
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APPENDIX A: PROFILES OF WOMEN INTERVIEWED (IN ORDER OF AGE)
Name

Age

#o/

Profession

Formal
Education

Languages
spoken

Native town

Highschool
Student
University
Student
Housework.
Washing
Clothes

High-school

Spanish

Tonald

University

Spanish

Huajuapan

Primary

Mixteco
Spanish

children
Letty

17

I

Sofia

21

L

Claudia

25

4

Carla

28

3 (and
pregnant)

Housework.
Washing
clothes

Primary
school

Mixteco and
Spanish

Valeria

33

2

Custodian

Spanish

Julia

40

2

Spanish

Tezoatlan

Eva

41

5

Pre-school
Teacher
Custodian

HighSchool
High-school

Acatlima
(bom in
Monte
Verde)
Acatlima
(bom in
Monte
Verde)
Huajuapan

Primary

Spanish

Mercedes
Elisa

43
45

3
7

Food vendor
Housework

Primary
None

Rosa

54

12

Housework

None

Spanish
Mixteco
Spanish
Spanish

Blanca

56

4

Ana

57

8

Some
primary
None

Mixteco
Spanish
Spanish

Celestina

60

11

None

Mixteco
Spanish

Cacaloxtepec

Esmeralda

65

I

None

Spanish

Huajuapan

Paula

70

2

Shop-owner
(w/husband)
Tortilla
Vendor
Curandera
Former
Partera
Pottery/
Basket
Vendor
Housework

Santa Maria
Xochixtlapilco
Tezoatlan
Cacaloxtepec
Santiago
Huajolotitlan
Tutitlan and
Yolotepec
Huajuapan

None

Spanish

Lupe

79

9

Shop-owner

None

Amelia

80

8

Housework

Mayra

96

3

Curandera

Some
primary
None

Mixteco
Spanish
Mixteco
Spanish
Spanish

Tutitlan de
Huadalcazar
Nieves IxPantepec
San Agustfn
Atenango
Huajolotitlan

*Note that in addition, ot ler untaped. ess Structured interviews were conducted, several
with curanderaslfoxmex parteras.
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APPENDIX B: HERBS USED EST THE BANOS
I. This is a list of the herbs used in the banos de temazcal/toro, according to the women I
talked with (some of whom were curanderaslformcT parteras). Some of the herbs are
used to spiral down the steam and gently hit or brush the woman's body; others are boiled
into a tea which is thrown on the hot rocks to make steam; others are ground and mixed
with water to rub on the body before entering the bono*
•
•
•
a
•
a
a
•
a

Asomiate (before entering the bano)
Chichicaxtli (before entering the bano)
Pirul (which can serve as the escobita, or "little broom" for brushing the body)
Ruda (before entering the bano)
Sauco (which can serve as the escobita)
Saus
Tondakua (Mixteco name)
Verba de clavo
Yerba del bano (also called tronadora; yucu fiiM in Mixteco)

n. This is a list of herbs used in the banos de cocimiento, according to the women I talked
with. In each bano, about a dozen different kinds of herbs are boiled.

• Albahaca (basil)
a
a
a
a
a

•
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

•
a
a
a
a

•
a
a
a

Carisso
Cascara de limon (lime peel)
Cascara de naranja (orange peel)
Cascara de tomate (tomato skin)
Flor amarilla
Gordolobo
Hojas de pina (pineapple leaves)
Laurel (bay leaf)
Manzanilla
Marubio
Oregano
Pericon
Pirul
Romero
Ruda
Salva real
Xempaxochil
Yerba buena (mint)
Yerba de la recaida
Yerba del bano (tronador)
Sauco
Saus
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•Note that women believed that most of the herbs listed have a "hot" quality, which
makes them useful for restoring heat to the body. For the Latin names of the herbs
mentioned, as well as a description of their medicinal properties and uses, refer to Atlas
de las Plantas de la Medicina Tradicional Mexicana (1994) and Flora Medicinal
Indigena de Mexico (1994).
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APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW GUIDE
This interview guide was designed based on a list of terms, concepts, and themes
generated by initial unstructured conversations about reproductive health with women in
the Mixteca. Throughout the interviews, I tried to create a conversational tone,
encouraging stories and examples from women's personal experiences and the
experiences of their neighbors, friends, and family members. I let women take the lead
and structure the interview as much as possible, while trying to ensure that most topics
were covered.
Interview questions
1. Basic info.:
L. interview #
2. name
3. age
4. # of children
5. town where they live
6. town where bom
7. languages spoken
8. ethnicity
9. profession
10. profession of husband
11. formal education
//. Whta they did/should do after the birth—focus on banos
1. What did you do after the birth of each of your children?
Que hizo ud. para cuidarse despues de aliviarse de cada uno de sus hijos?
2. Did you/shouid you do banos de temazcal or toro?
Se hizo banos de temazcal o banos de toro?
Deberia de liacerse banos de temazcal o banos de toro despues de aliviarse?

3. Did you/ should you do banos de cocimiento or yerbas?
Se hizo banos de cocimiento o baiios de yerba?
Deberia de hacerse banos de yerbas/cocimiento despues de aiiviarse?
4. Which is more effective—banos de temazcal or cocimiento?
Cuales sirven mas—banos de temazcal/toro o banos de cocimiento/yerba?
5. Do you have to have strength and bravery to do the banos?
Debe tener fuerza y ser vaiiente para hacerse un bano?
III. What you should do/did do—focus on practices other than banos
For the following questions, explain why you didn't cuidarse in the ideal way (if
applicable).
Porque no cuido ud. como hubiera debido?
1. Did you (should you) watch your diet (eg eat only cold foods)?
Comio ud. comida especial despues de aiiviarse?
Que comida deberia comer una senora despues de aiiviarse?
2. Did you (should you) wear a faja? What kind of fabric?
Se puso ud. una faja? De cual tela?
Deberia poner una faja despues de aiiviarse?
3. How soon after the birth did you (should you) start working again?
Cuanto tiempo paso para que ud. pueda trabajar normalemente?
Cuanto tiempo deberia esperar para trabajar normalemente?
4. When did you (should you) start taking cold showers again?
Cuanto tiempo paso para que ud. pueda banarse con agua fria?
Cuanto tiempo deberia esperar para banarse en agua fria?
5. How long after the birth did you (should you) wait before having sex?
Cuanto tiempo paso para que ud. pueda tener relaciones con su esposo
Cuanto tiempo deberia esperar para tener relaciones con el esposo?
6. How long after the birth do you need to (did you) cuidarse?
Por cuanto tiempo se cuido ud. despues de aiiviarse?
Por cuanto tiempo despues de aiiviarse tiene que cuidarse?
7. How long did you (should you) wait before lifting heavy things?
Cuanto tiempo paso para que ud. pueda levantar cosas pesadas?
Cuanto tiempo deberia esperar para levantar cosas pesadas?
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IV. Medicines/injections/vitamins
1. Did you take medicines or injections or vitamins? Which ones?
Tomo ud. medicinas o inyecciones o vitaminas? Cuales?
2. Who gave them to you?
Quien le did a usted?
3. What benefits or effects do these injections/medicine/vitamins have?
Que beneficios o que efectos tienen las inyecciones/medicina/vitaminas que tomo ud?
4. Were they effective for you? For other relatives? Friends?
Le beneficid a ud? Le beneficio a sus familiares? A sus amigas?
V. Alternatives to banos and cuidandose
1. Are there other alternatives to taking the banos de temazcai after giving birth?
Hay otras cosas en vez de hacerse los bafios de temazcai que sirven despues de
aliviarse?
2. What are the treatments for a woman who doesn't cuidarse immediately after giving
birth?
Como se puede curar a una senora si no se cuida inmediatamente despues de
aliviarse?
VI. Other people's input and influence
1. What did your mother/mother-in-law/neighbors/famiiy/husband recommend you do
after the birth?
Que recomendaciones para cuidarse le dieron su mama/su suegra/sus vecinos/su
esposo despues de aliviarse?
2. What did your mother do after giving birth? Your grandmother? Your other female
relatives? Mother-in-law?
Que hizo su mama despues de que ella se alivio? Su abuelita? Sus otras familares?
Su suegra?
3. Do most women in your town cuidarse or not? In what way?
En su pueblo la mayoria de las senoras se cuidan despues de aliviarse? Como?
4. Do any women in your town give birth with a midwife?
Hay senoras en su pueblo que se alivian con una partera/comadrona?
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5. If they used to, why did they stop?
Si antes fueron con partera/comadrona, porque ya no van con ella?
6. Where else do you get post partum health information?
Como sabe ud. como cuidarse despues de aliviarse?
7. Who is responsible for the woman's delivery and post partum health?
Quien se hace el responsible para que la mujer tenga un buen alivio y se cura
pronto?
MI. About their bulh experience in hospital/clinic
1. Where did you give birth to each of your children? (name of hospital or clinic)
En donde se alivio usted de cada uno de sus hijos? (nombre de hospital o clinico)
2. What did the doctor/nurse tell you about what to do after the birth?
Cuales recomendaciones Ie dieron las enfermeras y los doctores en la hospital/en el
clinico?
3. What kind of food did they give you in the hospital/ clinic/ etc?
Que comida Ie dieron en el hospital/el clinico/ etc.?
4. Did they say anything about banos?
Le dijieron de los banos?
5. About diet?
Le dijeron de las comidas que debia ud. comer?
6. About frio?
Le recomendaron de que no debe banarese con agua friia?
7. About working hard or lifting heavy things?
Le recomendaron de que no debe de levantar cosas pesadas ni trabajar mucho?
8. How do you feel about the recommendations they gave you?
Que dice ud. de las recomendaciones que ellos le dieron?
9. How did they treat you in the clinic/hospital when you gave birth?
Como la trataron en el hospital/en el clinlco/etc. cuando se alivio ud?
10. Why did you choose that place to give birth?
Porque eligid ud. el hospital/el clinico/etc. para aliviarse?
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11. Is there a partera in your town?
Hay partera o comadrona en su pueblo?
12. Is there a person who gives banos in your town?
Hay persona que cura con banos en su pueblo?
13. Why did you decide not to go to her (if applicable)?
Porque decldio ud. de no ir con ella?
14. What are the dangers of going to the hospital for birth or operation?
Que peligros tiene ud. en su cuerpo cuando va a allviarse in el hospital?
V7//. How what they did affected their health/ might affect their health
1. How was your health after each of the births?
Como se sentia ud. despues de tener a cada hijo?
2. How is your health now?
Como esta su salud ahora?
3. If you have health problems now, are they related to not cuidandose after giving birth?
SI tiene problemas de salud, tiene que ver con no cuidarse despues de allviarse?
4. What do the baiios de yerba/de cocimiento do?
Que beneflcios tienen los banos de coclmiento/banos de yerba?
5. Is it a serious problem for a woman not to cuidarse? What could the consequences be?
Es muy grave si una senora no se cuida despues de allviarse? Que consequencia
tiene si no se cuida?
6. Why did you do temazcal/cocimiento after your first/second/third child, and not after
the others (if applicable)?
Porque hizo ud. banos de temazcal/cocimiento con el primer/segundo/tercer/etc hijo,
y por los demas no?
7. If a person doesn't cuidarse after giving birth, can they get sick later? How much later
(months, years, many years, etc.)?
Si una persona no se cuida despues de allviarse, puede enfermarse despues? En que
tiempo despues (meses, anos, muchos anos, etc.)?
8. Did you get sick when you didn't cuidarse (if applicable)? What happened to you?
Cuando ud. no se cuidaba se enfennaba? Que le pasd?
9. Is it important to cuidarse with diet, not working hard, banos, and faja?
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Why or why not? Can you give me examples of women who didn't cuidarse?
Es importante cuidarse (comiendo bien, no trabajar mucho, ponerse faja, etc)?
Porque si o porque no? Me puede dar ejemplos de senoras que no cuidaban?
10. How do bafios and cuidandose affect your milk production?
Que beneficios tiene hacerse los banos de temazcal/toro para tener leche?
11. If you don't take a batio right after the birth, and then a few months later you have
pain, will the banos be effective for you? Can you give me an example of someone you
know or yourself?
Si no se hace el baiio de temazcai/de toro imediatemente depues de aliviarse, y si
tiene problemas meses despues, es bueno hacerse el bano despues de que pase
tiempo? Me puede dar un ejemplo de alquien que conoce ud?
IX. Gynecological reasons other than giving birth to do banos
1. Do women cuidarse after an aborto natural or aborto? More or less than after regular
birth?
Si perdio a su hijo antes de nacer es recomendable hacerse banos? Es igual de
importante hacerse un bano por haber perdido un hijo antes de nacer que cuando se
alivia normalmente?
2. After cesarian section?
Y si se hace cesaria?
3. After medical procedure like sterilization?
Y si la curan en la hospital para no tenerse hijos (ligarse)?
4. What other problems do women do banos for?
Y las senoras se hacen banos por otros problemas de su cuerpo tambien?

X. Health problems related to not cuidandose
1.-What problems or illnesses do you get of you do not cuidarse?
Cuales problemas o enfermedades se tienen por no cuidarse?
2. -Specify whether the problem manifests itself immediately or months or years
down the road.
Esta enfermedad aparece inmediatamente o despues de muchos anos?
3. -Have you had any problems as a result of not cuidandose?
Ud. ha tenido alguna problema por causa de no cuidarse?
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6. -How did you cure it?
Como se euro ud. del problema?
7. -Did you go to a doctor?
Fue ud. al doctor?
8. -Can the problem develop into something worse if left untreated?
Puede ser mas grave si no se cura de esto problema?

XI. Procedure for banos:
1. What herbs are used in the banos de temazcal?
Que yerbas se usan en los banos de temazcal?
2. What is the procedure with the temazcal? Does she focus on one area or one side of the
body?
Dentro del bano de temazcal que hace la senora que cura? Ella pone las yerbas
mas en algun parte especial del cuerpo?
3. How many times in and out?
Como cuantas veces entre y sale del baiio para respirar y descansar?
4. How many times after giving birth?
Cuantos banos se hace despues de aliviarse?
5. Must wait for hot day?
Hay que esperar un dia con calor y sol para hacerse un bano?
6. Beer or tea drinking during bafios?
Tome algo de liquor o cerveza o te cuando se hace los baiios?
7. What is the procedure for banos de yerbas/cocimiento?
Que hace la senora que cura en los banos de cocimiento/yerbas?
8. What herbs are used in the banos de cocimiento/yerbas?
Que yerbas se usan en los bancs de cocimiento/yerbas?
9. How do you feel inside the bano? Outside while you're relaxing? Your thoughts? Your
feelings?
Como se siente ud. dentro del bano? Fuera del bano mientras que este descansando?
Sus pensamientos? Sus sentimientos?
10. Can banos de temazcal be dangerous or harmful? Examples?
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Pueden ser peligrosos o danosos los banos de temazcal? Ejemplos?
11. Can banos de yerba/cocimiento be dangerous or harmful?
Pueden ser peligrosos o danosos los banos de cocimiento/yerbas? Ejempio?

XIL Details about other post partum practices:
1. What special teas are drunk after giving birth?
Cuales tes se toma despues de aliviarse?
2. What are foods that you should eat after birth?
Cuales comidas debe de comer despues de aliviarse?
3. What are foods to stay away from?
Cuales comidas no debe de comer despues de aliviarse?

XIII. Related issues:
1. How did your work schedule affect your postpartum treatment?
Como afecto su horario de trabajo cuando ud. se alivio?
2. If you work outside of the home, how soon did you go back to work? How did those
restrictions affect how you cuidarsed?
Cuanto tiempo paso para que ud. regresara a su trabajo? Le afecta por su trabajo
como ud. debe de cuidarse?
3. Why aren't women cuidandose as much anymore?
Porque se esta perdiendo la costumbre de cuidarse?
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